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A Trip to Georgia to Fight the School of Americas
Confronting The Man and driving through the South, Bard students learn to really appreciate each other.
by [Tom Mattos
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I thought this article would be a political one. However, within two hours of leaving Bard, we saw the strangest, funniest
thing ever: A dude driving a car with people fucking in the
backseat. We knew they were fucking because we drove
right up next to them and noted a naked female, approximate age 25, with blonde hair. straddling a middle aged
man with her knees spread wide and bouncing up and
down. They were being driven by a dude wearing a sweatshirt with a hood. When they realized we were watching
with great interest, the driver quickly darted for the nearest
exit. It must have been some sort of Internet porn service.
Once we finished giggling over the strange happenings on
the road, I quickly realized that writing about the politics of
this 5-day, thousand-mile, sketchy exodus to Columbus,
Georgia would be a failed attempt. There was just too much
going on . Being at the protest was, of course, a great experience- staring through the chain link fence as people were
being arrested was amazing, but somehow the protest, for
me at least, took backseat to the real issue: the trip.
When we began tossing our sleeping bags in the backseats
taf the van, deciding who was driving what shift and what
route we'd take down to Georgia, I looked around at everyone and came to realize that I didn't know anyone. Aside
from one or two acquaintances, my closest relationship was
with Emily, the leader of the trip, who was a roommate to
one of my close friends. I felt my trip would be doomed to a
long weekend of overall sketchy silence and a lot of homework.
But that didn't happen at all. I hit it off with everyone in. my van immediately, and through our mutual excitement and interest in what my parents called a "ludicrous"
road trip, we
quickly started
talking and joking
around in an L&T
"1rs nice to meet
you" style. This is
a sharp relief to
my normal relations at Bard. I
have a tight-knit
group of friends
who I hang out
with constantly
and usually greet
outsiders and
strangers with a
certain degree of
skepticism. It's
hard for me to get
away from thinking that these strangers are stuck-up over-serious assholes
sometimes. But then I realize that to the majority of the
population, it is possible that it is me who's an asshole, and
not them. It's always so easy to judge a group, to act like
I'm right and everyone else is wrong. But it always seems so
shocking when I realize that the only thing separating "me"
from "them" is me. My own judgment. My own misund~r
standing. It's so simple to take the easy way out- to not try
and understand people for who they are individually, not by
where they live or who it is that they hang out with.
But these issues go deeper than the asshole.
Bard College as a collective seems generally depressed and
judgmental, while the individual people seem interesting,
stimulating, and above all. nice. The problem is that at Bard
it's hard to have common experiences, sometimes due to
the size of the school, the independent nature of the students-whatever. We don't even have a building big enough
to fit all of us. There is nothing that we can all do at once.

Over the trip one student remarked: "The only thing we all
have in common was that drinking video we watched in
L&T." I readily agreed. If I were to re-examine my friendships here at Bard- my group- I realize that all my friends are
the people who lived in my dorm last year. I wonder if I'd be
as close friends with them if I lived elsewhere, if the cards in
Reslife were in a different order. To my dear friends of
Oberholzer- I still love you all. The point is this: Anywhere I'd
go at Bard, I'd have my few close friends, a few acquaintances, a few people I'd write off immediately. This weekend 's
trip was a chance to r~examine my previous relationships,
and realize that I
don 't know anything
about the people I
write off immediately.
And there was
nowhere to hide, no
way to avoid these
realizations. 20 people packed in two
vans for twenty-four
hours straight- you
had to confront yourself. You had to realize that everyone is
worth knowing- that .
everyone here at
Bard has some interesting and meaningful personality lurking
behind their Klinercoffee stained teeth
and their baggy Olin
eyes.
But don't take this a~ a lovey-dovey, lame ass let's
all be friends article. A lot of things happened on the trip
that weren't fun at all, that caused problems, arguments
and disputes. The first day we needed to park our vans. We
could not find a spot and some people wanted to park in an
elementary school lot, which some others thought was a
bad idea. What resulted was a disjointed array of confusion,
pointed language, and a giant struggle over the question of
"consensus." For those unfamiliar, this "consensus;" thing
means that everyone involved must agree on the questions
being discussed, and that one person can block any decision. It seems to me, a newcomer who is more used to feudalism as a form of government over long c"ar rides, "that
consensus" over where to park was an unnecessary struggle
and a bad idea. So people argued, got pissed, whined- you
know, the usual shit.
Other disputes involved issues over whether to
camp or sneak into a hotel. Whether to cook or eat out.
What workshops to go to, and how to organize the vans to
get the protesters to their respective spots. These are the
pain in the ass logistical nightmares that accompany a
group of twenty exhausted people, limited transportation
and morning till night business. Arguments and problems
over things like this are the things that make or break a tripif they are taken too lightly things fall apart. If they are
taken personally everyone gels into a hating over-sensitive
flock of jealous sheep
The great thing, however, was our mutual willingness to argue and then have the argument resolved and forgotten about. No hard feelings, no dead bodies in the closets. This willingness not only to cooperate, but to argue
without personal issues getting involved is what made the
trip so meaningful, worthwhile and fun. Protests are nervewracking, confusing ordeals that start a lot of arguments
and bad sentiments. However, when we left Fort Benning
each day, eating and chilling out were our only real worries.
Throughout the trip everyone dealt with problems

and didn't let them get in the way of either the issues of the
protest, or let them get between each other. When we were
at the protest we were a unit, everyone knew where everyona was, where they could reach anyone- where they could
go to for support. Everyone had all the contact numbers in
case of arrest. Everyone had a few people to lean on. It is
this feeling of trust that is integral to all cooperative actionsmuch less in dangerous protest situations where the cops
can come and vamp a bunch of people into bloody pulps, or
arrest without warning.
I feel that through all this interaction I've made
some real friends this
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had some real cool
experiences. The
protest, first and foremost, was a great situation. Sunday's vigil
for the murder victims
of the graduates of
the SOA was moving
and intense. It was a
mixture of singing the
names and ages of
those killed which
lasted for hours. The
fence separating the
protesters from the
military base became
a living memorial for
those murdered
souls. Anxious
applause from the
onlookers rang through the air as we watched some protesters crawl underneath the fence and enter Fort Benningguaranteeing an arrest with a penalty of six months in
prison and a five thousand dollar fine.
But other things were equally interesting. I
watched a counter-protestor get ejected from the counterprotest party because she w9s thought to be a subversive.
She stood and cried holding an "I'm proud of those who died
for my freedom" sign as the organizer of the pro-Benning
crowd stood by and watched. She was forced to leave the
'private' party, in tears. The actual dissidents- the protestors- all gathered around her and let her know how welcome
she was to their side of the fence. She left in tears. It waio
a sharp cry to our tight-knit and loyal relationships. The
issues of judging a group and being quick to write someone
off were illustrated to us. In that situation they valued group
judgments over an individual, and through _their care for a
broad, general, overbearing cause, alienated one of their
few supporters. Same with relationships at Bard. To hold
true to your punk-rock nature or your "I'm a dope-smoking
poet with something to prove" mentality you chase off many
potential chillers-0ut. It's like the kid who refuses to shower
because people in India are running out of water, and as a
result, does nothing but make his roommate miserable
because he has a stank-ass dirty kid with ringworm inhabiting his abode. I've seen it happen.
The trip was a great display of how we can relate to
each other, whether it be in a van for over 24-hours at a
stretch, or on the campus locale. Before we left I thought
that we'd never make it home. I was sure I wouldn't enjoy
the experience, sure that I'd find the one experience to
make me hate politics forever. But it was smooth sailing
from the moment we left, even though we were navigating
the choppy seas of the other side of the Mason-Dixon.
While I'm not really sure what we were doing at all times, I'm
glad I went. I learned a lot.

SO/Hillel Comes out of the ... Basement?
So. you know you've all been curious about that mysterious room in the basement of Village
Dorm A, right? You know ... lts where the illegal parking spot is! Well, we've decided to officially come 'out of the basement' and share with you what we 've been doing. This mysterious space is shared by the Jewish and Muslim Student Organizations and includes a joint
Sacred Space (ie: synagogue/mosque), Muslim Prayer Room, Kosher/Halal Kitchen ... and a
bathroom. Since the opening of the space last spring, the JSO/Hillel has been running a
number of events that we wanted to update the Bard Community about. These have included : a Purim luncheon, a full Passover Seder, musical events in the campus center, Rosh
Hashanah and Yorn Kippur Services, a Sukkah party outside of Kline, open discussions on
...; the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict, and a Dedication Ceremony for our new Torah.
g'
The new space, which was sponsored by the school, has made a tremendous diftl:I ference in our ability to provide regular programs for the students and faculty at Bard (that
~
means all of you!). In addition to constructing this much needed facility, the administration
i::i... has been very supportive of our efforts to establish a Kosher/ Halal meal plan which will be
O offered in Kline. This project has been in the works for the past two and half years and we
g' are currently fundraising for its construction. Our goal is for students who maintain these
~ dietary standards to be able to do so within the context of the larger Bard Community. By
~ establishing this new kitchen in Kline Commons, members of the student body will be able
,... to comfortably partake in meals together. If you are interested in learning about or helping
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facilitate this project, please contact nc936@bard.edu. Don't be shy. You all know that you
want your regular matzo ball soup in Kline! In the mean time, before you rush home to mom
for that home-baked kugel, come check out all of the happenings going -on down in basement.
JSO/Hillel's long awaited regular Shabbat services and dinners are in full swing.
Every Friday night we hold services at 6:30 and dinner begins at 7:30. Everyone is encouraged to attend either or both of these events. In addition, our Pre-Ramadan cooking/dinner
night marked the first in an upcoming series of JSO/MSO activities. This spring we will be
sponsoring a Jewish Film Series in Weiss Cinema, so be .on the lookout for more information .
And for those of you Bard students just dying to do some community service work (we know
you 're out there!), we are in the midst of organizing a group of students to visit senior citizens at local area nursing homes. There is also the possibility of an alternative spring bring
in El Salvador sponsored by the American Jewish World Service Organization. For anyone
looking to get dirty and assist communities in need, this is definitely the trip for you! If interested, email el485@bard.edu for more. info.
Now, for those of you that actually made it to the bottom of this article, you
deserve a special treat! We have just the thing: Come to Shabbat Dinner ... and bring a
friend!

Brownie-Aid

Getting to Know West Point

How your sweet tooth is helping folks in need.

Two semesters ofBill Mullins and Cadets.

by pacqueline La Duke
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by Emily Sauter

Every year we walk through the campus
it cannot afford these basic school supcenter and walk by tables of people doing
plies. So help out and buy some brownies!
things ranging from trying to get you to regThey are made from a box although a little
ister to vote, to collecting surveys, to trying
"magic touch" is added to make them extra
to get you to buy baked goods. And we all
yummy.
know that lhere 1s someone selling brownThe Chiapas Solidarity Project,
ies. Some of us jump on the opportunity to
run by Anna for the first time, involves two
get these delicious treats while others walk
students going to Chiapas and participatright by feeling the "poor college student"
ing in a variety of activities. They, like the
dilemma. But why are people selling brown- Thailand group, are going during the
ies? Don't they have anything better to do
January break and will make a few stops
with their time? They do ... but that comes
on their trip, first to Mayan-run schools for
later.
language. They will study languages there,
Many of the people you see sellthen head off to a ten-day tour with Global
ing brownies around campus are doing it to
Exchange. On this tour the students will
raise money to go abroad and help people
meet with local leaders and grassroots
in need. I was lucky to get responses from
groups to learn about and observe the
two of these groups. One was Biek Satasut,
political situation in Chiapas. The money
who organizes a
group of Bard students to go to
Thailand every year.
When I first
approached Biek to
ask him for an
interview, he
replied with something to the effect
of "Fuck yeah, we
sell brownies! We
are the originals.
everyone else is a
copycat." The interview with him was
fun , in the
Oberholzer lounge
around 1am at
Members of last years Thailand crew.
night. The other person I contacted through
email, Anna, organizes the Chiapas
Solidarity Project. She was very kind in
respon ding to my email with a long descrip·
tion of her project and more info on those
brownies.
The Thailand Project, organized
by Biek, is in its third year running. It consists of a group of students going to
Thailand to help rejuvenate schools. This
year there are nine students going, during
the winter break. They aren't going to actually build a school, but rather to help one
that already exists. The money you pay for
one of these brownies (which by the way
cost $1.50 each or 2 for $2.00) will go to
buy school supplies such as blackboards,
books. pens. pencils, and even a TV & VCR
for the school. The school that these students are helping is in a remote area, and

being raised by their brownie sales is going
for their participation in th ese events. They
need to raise money for the airfare, the
Global Exchange tour, and the Schools for
Chiapas. Along with brownies, the Chiapas
folks sell other baked goods including cupcakes, cookies, muffi ns, and "other healthful vegan goodies." Their brownies and cupcakes are made from a boxed mix, but the
others are all homemade. Each item costs ·
a dollar and is sold once a week. The
grou p is sometimes in the campus cente r,
but has sa id that they are most successfu l
going door to door.
So it's up to you to decide ... will it
be Thailand or Chiapas? Maybe you could
be generous next time you see these guys
and give them both a try. Then you can
really decide.

Theft on Camp4s
Recent epidemic of thievery subsides .. . fo r now.

I

by Maren Keeley
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Late on October 6th Ashley Sandfort left her car in one of the many parking lots on Bard's
campus. Ashley, a film student, had a camera case and a tripod in the backseat of her
car, but, luckily, the camera case was empty. Ashley had removed the digital camera it
usually contained, because she feared leaving the costly camera inside its case. Later
that night, one of the rear windows of her car was smashed and her glove compartment
searched. Luckily nothing was taken. Security noticed the damage to Ashley's car and
contacted her the next day to file a police report.
There have been numerous other incidents like this that have occurred throughout the area recently; most of them have been linked to two offenders, both from off campus. There have been over fifty car break-ins in our area, six on campus, more than thirtysix in the Kinston area , and more than twelve in Barrytown. For now, these incidents have
subsided. the last one having occurred more than two weeks ago. Both students and
teachers at Bard have had cameras, CD's, and money taken from their cars. Six incidents
of theft have been reported. Oddly enough, three of these are connected to a single male
professor who has had his car broken into three times. When speaking with Ken Cooper,
director of Security at Bard, he reminded everyone at Bard to take preventative measures:
lock your car doors and be especially conscious to not prop doors to campus buildings.
Students must remember that security is only able to patrol so many places around campus.
According to Cooper, the local sheriffs office in Tivoli has been a great help in
dealing with the recent crime wave. Deputy-sheriff Charles Locke has been working closely with Cooper and the rest of the security staff to help protect the area against any future
incidents. Following this, students can help reduce crime on campus by reporting unusual
behavior or shady individuals that might be seen around campus.
Cooper was relieved that no break-ins occurred during the Drag Race, the most
widely known campus event. Although the suspects have yet to be apprehended, Cooper
believes that the offenders have been scared away since the events have been brought to
light. Although Bard is a secure area, it is also an open campus. Unlocked cars and
propped dorm doors are prime targets for theft. Students, faculty, and staff should continue to be on the look out.
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I joined Bill Mullen's joint seminar last year for the men. I had already grown weary of
the so-called 'men' of Bard as a freshman. l went to West Point on the prowl and ended
up with a cornfed marksman from Muncie, Indiana. And at the beginning I wanted to
shake Bill Mullen's hand and say, "Thanks Billy for improving my sex life," but the tune
quickly changed. l was getting sick of hearing about how Hilary Clinton is a bitch
because she doesn't like semi-automatic weapons, or about how wonderful George W.
Bush is. Wh en I broke his heart, I promised I would never go back to West Point ever
again.
I got the email for Bill Mullen's seminar again and you know what I did? I
signed up for it again! Everyone was furious at me.
But this year it was going to be different. I had
learned my lesson about large Republican soldiers
who get a free education through my tax dollars, and
was ready to hear what this new bunch of cadets
had to say. When they came to Bard, they seemed
like nice people (and l wasn 't attracted to any of
them!) and l was actually glad I had signed up for
the seminar. But going back to West Point...! was
scared shitless.
So th ere I was, sitting in the vaulted cei ling
dining hall (th e biggest cafeteria in the world) eating
food better than Kline food. And all their food has
"Go Army, Beat Navy" on it, like their ketchup and
peanut butter. Imagine if we had "Go Bard, Beat
Vassar" written over our plates and cups.
After lunch, we walked with about 700 West Point
freshmen (plebes) to Robinson Auditorium to watch
Charles Berkowitz' s docum entary senior project on
Achilles in Vietnam. During the intermission, I made
the mistake of leaning over to one of the cadets and Milk cartons are only one of several
asked if he was one of those Republicans who hate food products at West Point bearing
this slogan.
Hilary Clinton. His response was, "If she ever
becomes president, I'm going to fly an F-18 into the
White House." What's with Republicans hating Hilary so much?
We received a tour from the woman who gave us the tour last year. She still
had that sing song voice and that sexless short woman ha ircut th at all women over fortyfive have. She chanted her usual West Point crap about five star generals and how
Douglas Macarthur's mother lived in the West Point hotel for the four years he was there
to make sure his light was on when it was supposed to and leaving treats in the old Civil
War cannons so he could get snacks when he wanted to. Imagine if your mom pitched a
tent on t he lawn for four years to make sure your light in Tewks was off at midnight so
you were getting plenty of rest.
I said good-bye to the cadets and good-bye to West Point as the sun was setting. Although they don't take too kindly to my ideas (never tell cadets you're against the
1 a
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me soon. So maybe next year, when Bill Mullen sends out the mass email, I'll sign up
for it again.

Driving Around the World
by Kate Waters
London for Christmas.
After making some money in
London and with help from charities like
the WWF, Grace and Robert are on to
Scandinavia, The Balkans, Greece, and
Moscow and eventually to Africa.
"Europe is like the United States-roads
are good . But in South America, and it's
worse in Africa, you can get hardly anywhere for days and the roads can be
down and gone. We have not had too
many roads washed out, but in Africa we
expect to find a lot of roads washed out
depending on the dry or rainy season,
that will affect us. Angola and Congo are
apparently becoming more peaceful.
They are not at war and are settling
down, so in a year's time if they are open
then we will go."
Stage five of the trip is through
the Middle East, Asia and Oceania,
where Grace and Robert intend on going
through a few areas of unrest including
Afghanistan and Pakistan. "India and
Pakistan, they are so different, so rich.
We' ll go through Afghanistan if all stays
the same. We have Brazilian plates,
which are better than American plates,
which are defiantly not welcome down
there! I think the war is ridiculous.
There are far more threatening countries
out there than Iraq. I think September
eleventh was terrible but invading Iraq?
If that would stop world terrorism then I
would be far more sympathetic."
When the two arrived at Bard ,
As last words of advice to those wanting
almost half of their journey had been
to renounce their materialist lives, "Do
completed with Canada , Nova Scotia ,
not get caught up in worldly possessions
The Rockies, Sierra Nevada, Yellowstone
and forget your dreams. And also, when
and Alaska having been reached. They
traveling
abroad, beer is the safest
plan to continue to New York City and
drink."
down to Florida before catching a ferry to

During the first weekend in November
you may have noticed a green Land
Rover with the ph rase "Challenging Your
Dreams" written on the side. Curious
students may have wonde red if it was
part of some elaborate parents weekend
festivities. In reality, it was a brief stop
on a trip around the world.
Grace Downey and Robert Ager
met in Brazil and decided to pool their
life savings and sell everything they
owned to invest in a British Land Rover
with a winch on the front. The rest is history as th eir arou nd the worl d
Challenging Your Dreams driving trip is
quickly taking shape. As physical education teachers, both Grace and Robert
were interested in hiking and camping
and had gone on numerous expeditions
throughout Brazil with friends and the
Scouts. Grace's experience with the Girl
Gu ides (a Brazilian version of the Girl
Scouts) had brought her to Korea and
Ja pan and down South America to
Patagonia where Robert had also spent
time backpacking with friends.
Camping on top of their Land
Rover, Grace and Robert began their trip
last January in Brazil with discounted
equipment from companies interested in
their trip. They left with a small stove,
film, cameras and the intention of never
getting the traveling bug out of their sys-
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The Circ11s Comes to T_nwn __ _
A news analysis of the troupes latest caper.
by !Jamie Newman
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Realism: a word that defies the logic of
the college experience in many ways. In
school, you learn for the purpose of
defin ing your own reality, as best you
can. It is undeniable that as a college
student it is much easier to do so, when
you are sheltered from the reality in
question. There is a certain ease with
which you can meditate on the metaphysical questions of life when the real
life issues of food and shelter are provided for. While there are students who
make up the exception to this ru le, most
students are free from the perils of
adulthood . At least until the are out of
school and have to pay back student
loans.
One group of students at Bard that
has attem pted to challenge any sense of
reality you may have thought you possessed at college, is the Surrealist
Training Circus. While it is reported that
many people were deeply offended by
the first "happen ing" staged by the STC, sources say that it was just a fa iled attempt at a
joke. However, what the abundance of contraversy stirred up by the circus has shown, is
how unreal the microcosm that is Annandale truly is. In an effort to redefine or challenge
the conventional "reality" that is Bard College, the STC has set out augment your sense of
consciousness. even if only for a minute or two. Their first attempt at reestablishing themselves as funloving eccentrics was at their appearance at Oktoberfest, where the circu s set
up a p1e-throw1ng booth. The target was one of the founding members of the group, wearing
a three-piece suit With
increased morale at the circus
organ1zat1on, they were ready
to pursue their goal of distorting the Bard reality. Despite
extensive criticism by Bard
pundits, the club, with very little aid from the school budget,
continued their journey into
surrealism (or something).
Their next accomplishment
was far more elaborate. It took
place during lunch, a time
when far more students could
enJOY or at least stand aside
and quietly berate the cha rade.
The Surrealist Training Circus's First Annual lnternational Juggling Contest and Brownie
Blowout took place on November 5th outside of Kline Commons. With the help of the nice
people at Chartwell's both groups showed that they were willing to jump through hoops for
Bard students, or at least bake a cou ple hundred brownies for a nominal fee. The event was
highlighted by an appearance by Satan himself, Laurent Martin, and a Siamese Cow who
offered a shot of milk for a trick, however inane. They were accompanied by the musical
styling of a Junk band playing on a shopping cart equ ipped with a 20 gallon metal barrel, a
washboard, and even a ha ndcrafted Poland Spring jug. Despite the cacophony that ensued
when five or six rhythmically challenged Bard Students tried to play percussion simultaneously, there were moments when it was more than just banging on garbage. More people
showed up as the competition got under way, whether to observe, join-i n or simply to bask in

the wonders of eccentricity. As the actual contest
began, an elite panel of
judges took their seats:
Satan, a chimney sweep
whose uncontested juggling prowess has been
the topic of many discussions at clown conventions, a mason and the
most outspoken of the
three judges, a loaf of
Rye bread.
The first to compete were
the amateur jugglers,
who displayed a great
deal of courage by juggling in-front such a large
group of spectators. After
an exhilarating display of mediocre juggling, junior, Jean Paul Kaminga was awarded the
gold medal, or in this case, a bottle of engine starter fluid. Once the amateu r competitor
had been decided, the professional's preceded to take the stage. Both contestants, Richard
Saudek and Casey McConnell appeared intent on victory, but only one of them would leave
with the coveted trophy. Richard Saudek went first and demonstrated why he's not an amateur, his juggling reportedly made one student purpose marriage. In an attempt to outdo his
opponent, McConnell removed 3 large knives from his suitcase and began to juggle them.
However, he was unable to sway the distinguished judges. Richard Saudek received the first
place prize. A filet of smoked salmon was awarded to Mr. Saudek by a mystical catfish that
seemed to have come f rom the administration bu ilding or maybe the briny deep. When the
competition was over the festivities continued, but then students were forced to return to
the reality of their 1:30 Existentialism class. While stadium seating was not required for the
event, it provided a great outlet to escape the monotony of the eat/drink/study/sleep schedule of college life and maybe even have a little fun in the process.
In the 1960's, Andy Warhol and his cohorts staged strange "ha ppenings" in order to create
an environment that defied the status quo-both in both art and life. It would be hard to compare the influence of The Surrealist Training Circus to that of Warhol and his compatriots.
But, they have definitely provided some
Bard students with
entertainment. Next
to the Old Gym, the
circus created the
closest thing we
have to a media controversy this year.
People actually
chose sides and took
the time to express
their opinions of
their antics. If you
don't find that at all
humorous, than
some might say that
you should leave
Bard and go down
the road to Marist.

Hall Council Exolained
Submit or live in squ~lor.
by Jacqueline Moss
Hall Council is a student-run board in each village of campus dorms. The
students, elected to Hall Council positions by other students, try to
improve the quality of life in the dorms and act as an intermediary
among Residence Life, the Peer Counselors, and the other students.
However, the existence of such a potentially influential body seems to
have gone unnoticed by a majority, of the students living in residence
halls.
Hall Council exists to try to remedy any issues students may
have with the quality of a dorm, dorm rules, or any social issues or
efforts to ,improve dorm life. Whether or not you know of the existence of
Hall Council, you have representatives meeting with your Peer
Councilors, students from other dorms, and Residence Life, who are trying to affect change. Talk to your Peer Councilors, find out who your Hall
Council representatives are, and go to a meeting. If you have problems
or complaints, voice them, and they will attempt to remedy those issues.
Bard students have a penchant for complaining and moaning about how
noisy, dirty or ugly their dorms are. Previously, these compla ints seemed
to go unheeded. However, with the creation of a Hall Council , there is an
opportunity to actually initiate some change and ideally, to improve your
dorm life.
If you really want to make dorm life better, then go to a Hall
Council meeting, see if you can accomplish anything, and chances are
your representatives and Peer Councilors will do whatever is in their
power (so long as the request for improvement is reas9nable ) to make
dorm life better for as many people as possible.
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Yay! More pointless news briefs. 'cause nothing of
consequence ever happens here.
1. Well, the new Village dorms now have new benches right in time for winter. Hope they don't rot/fall
apart by the
time spring rolls
around, that
would be a
shame. But
now one can
smoke a cigarette in comfort
and style sitting
on one of these
things, or what
would be even
more interesting, take a nap under some newspapers for romanticism. Just imagine the convenience:
You're drunk at 3 in the morning and your door is oh
so far away... well now you can lay on one of these
suckers and save yourself from those last impossible
ten feet.
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2. Have you heard? Bard was ranked fortieth on
Seventeen magazine's "cool school" list a little while
back. Vassar was a pit-iful 44, proving yet again that
Vassar College does indeed suck. Now a bunch of
twelve year old teeny-boppers can come and play
with us instead. All we need now is to put out a commercial on the television for Bard with sparkles
everywhere and maybe our reputation can finally be
accepted by mainstream America. At last this school
can be like all the others ...
3. The Kline grill line has been broken for what 3
weeks now? What a devastating loss.
4. As it seems the Bad radio dating service or whatever it is, hasn't been a complete failure. After their
Dumaine experiment, Tewksberry PC Vibe is next in
line. Now this is the opportunity for all of you socially
inept ones out there, they'll do the hard stuff for you!
5. The Bard-Tivoli-Red Hook shuttle has expanded its
schedule to include a shuttle at six o'clock. Now we
have the opportunity to go to the Bars before dinner.
Am I wrong in assuming that it would have been
more beneficial to add an extra late night run, so
there wouldn't be incoherent Bard students stumbling down 9G for five miles trying to get home?
6. Broccoli is the only vegetable that 1s a flower
(Snapple "Real Fact" #20). I guess this means you
can bnng a bouquet of broccoli on your next date.
Amorous and practical.
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Students Assisst the Oneida
A delegation from Bard goes to help and learn more.
by! Jacob Cottingham

I

On November 14, six Bard students traveled
three hours up to the Oneida Indian
Territory to serve as outside monitors for
tribal housing inspections, which have in
the past been characterized by violence. The larger issues behind these
inspections involve Nation Police
forcibly inspecting the houses against
the wishes of the owners. (See "Free
Press" 11/6/02, "Oneida Reservation
Under Control of Illegitimate Leader")
The event was not so much a _ l
protest as a "standing up for. " What
:
had prompted concern was a video
i ·, ·
depicting at least six non-Native members of Halbritter's forcibly moving
Danielle Shenandoah-Patterson from
in front of her house, while another
officer used a crowbar to pry open
another door.
In the video, Ms.
Shenandoah asserts that she is a private homeowner and the tribe has no
right to her house without her consent
or a Federal warrant. She stands in
front of her door, and the officers talk
to her as they begin slowly approaching. There is a real terror that comes
through in her voice, though she
remains firm in her refusal. After a
short time, several of the officers try
to grab her iQ order to move her away
from the door. Another officer takes
a crowbar and walks up to the second door to the home, telling Ms.
Shenandoah-Patterson that he will
f., ~ ,
open the door himself if she does not ~.: ·,
let them in. As the camera pans to
this lone officer, you can hear Ms.
Shenandoah-Patterson pleading "Get
off of mel Don't touch me! You
aren't allowed to do this!" As the officer breaks the door open, the camera
swivels back to show three men trying to move a struggling Ms.
Shenandoah. She is then forced off
her porch, handcuffed and led into a
car, while the officers go inside her
house to "inspect" . It is disturbing to
watch a middle aged woman be treated with such disregard and force by
an authority that operates against the
mandate of th e tribe. More so, it was
a shocking example of acts that most
people would assume don't happen
anymore in America , much less this
close to Bard.
Ms. Shenandoah-Patterson's house
was deemed inhabitable, and
destroyed like those houses previously inspected. For this reason, a ragtag group of local students, activists,
and Natives gathered on Oneida territory to prevent further violence and
forced entry. Several Oneida families
have banded together to file a
Federal Civil Rights su it against
Halbritter and 24 others.
On the 14th, there was not any violence.
Those homeowners whose houses were
slated for inspection had.left the Oneida
land for the day, and as a small gathering of
people was present, the inspectors merely
walked door to door logging the absences in

their books. A small gathering of people followed the Inspectors house to house, some
video taping the proceedings. One homeowner was at work, and the inspectors said
.they would come back when
i he returned home at 5:30.

ptif·

.,.....___ those people are on the rugby
.._,.., team). We watched two
·~llvideos made by the tribe that
depict their struggle against
Halbritter, ate a large dinner
and were able to trade contact
information that would further
.... ' · enable cooperation between
....._ lthose concerned.
.The 0!1eida people that were
'around seemed full of energy
and newfound unity. One
man, Gerry, was telling me
about a recent confrontation
'· · he had with the Tnbal Police.
' He had seen them staked out
1 in front of an Oneida house,
so Gerry went to go ask what
they were doing. He admitted
to being fairly nervous before
stepping out of his car to talk
'""'""' to them as they shone lights
in his face, until he looked
around and saw-abou
Oneida forming a half circle
behind him. There was an

s

him some confidence and
hope. While I have not been
to many protests, rarely have I
~~ seen such a communal and
-~·-:'.":•-.., ...... _ friendly atmosphere of peo1l!H1LF, l pie. Despite the Bard contin'!IL · · Cl. gent arriving too late to moni~ tor the inspections, our pres-.
ence was mutually beneficial
to both groups and easily
apparent. Unlike IMF or World
T.18~: Bank protests, where the
fH,, effects of protesting efforts
are hard to gauge, the people
if~ in need of assistance on the
!ltf ! Oneida land are right there
with plenty of conversation
and feedback.
The recently formed Bard Native American
Initiative will be screening the video of Ms.
Shenandoah-Peterson's arrest, and working
with the Student Action Collective towards
organizing students interested in helping
out.
~;::.
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The Dream Hotline Needs 1,000 Dreams . Even yours, bucko.
Everyone else just nods their head, The Dream Hotline listens.
call: 752-4810
email: thedreamhotline@mail.com
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And baby, you can make your dreams 21st century at thedreamhotline.com
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You Better Recognize!
K ic k ass K itchen Cleaners
Recipient: Thea Cox & John Dawson
Dorm: Oberholzer
After finding evidence of a food fight in the lounge, John
and Thea proceeded to clean up the lounge as best they
could even though they were not responsible for this
uncleanly act. People like them deserve recognition ... so
~ere you are John and Thea, you kick butt and your efforts
are appreciated! Thank you!!!

Do nat ing Diva
Recipient: Marja-K ristina Akinsha
Dorm: Bartlett
Marja is a diva for several reasons here's a few: she made
a cozy little lounge kitchen area for her dorm, complete
with curtains she crafted herself, as well as contributed a
toaster and microwave! Marja is always helping to make
the dorm as homey as possible, thank you Marja , what
would Bartlett do without ya?

Furn iture Forager
Recipient: Andrew Payton
Dorm : Tremblay
Andrew has taken active measures to improve the living
conditions in Tremblay, which is just one of the reasons he
is such a freakin' fabulous resident. He has personally
taken on the task of furnishing the dorm lounge by organizing yard sale hunting trips and posting furniture on the
Bard web page! Andrew, your efforts are appreciated! J

Partici p ating Peer
Recipient: Ana Rocadas
Dorm: Village I
An active and enthusiastic member of hall council, Ana
graces her peers with her positive energy and has great
ideas to improve residence life. Ana's dedication proves
that she is a fabulous leader and a pleasure to be around.
Ana, keep up the good work, and thank you for being a proactive member of our Bard community!
Know someone who is doing cool stuff in the residential
community? Inform your Peer Counselor to have the individual recognized for their good deeds!

Results From Observer Survey #2
by !Elizabeth Daley
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How old are you now?

18 yrs.

26%

19 yrs.

26%

20

24%

21

12%

22

8%

So ... d o yo u think g raffit i sh ou ld be a llowed in t he New
Old Gym ?

Many thanks to the people who filled out our second survey. Though it
looks like many of you might not be at Bard next year (78% have considered dropping out). most of you want to make sure the Old Gym is in
good hands (96% wanted graffiti allowed in the NOG). Graffiti in the
new Old Gym seems to be about the only thing Bard students can
agree on. I received the fewest number of weird write-in responses for
that question. Which brings me to my next point, write in's. One student believes that Leon 1s "Dr. Evil in a bowtie," though most of you
(53%) believe he is the smartest man since Tanya Harding, as one student put it, Tanya Harding a.k.a.: "not a smart man. but hella good
looking". Another student insists that Leon is the smartest man since
"sliced bread," while two other students with identical handwriting
believe that he is "non of the above," yes someone took the time to
wnte "non of the above" twice. Ahh Bard, a place to think. But be
careful that your thinking doesn't lead to becoming physically intimate
with someone because 8 % of Bard stu dents surveyed have an d STD of
sorts while another 20% of you "itch a lot." One lucky person escaped
the STD flare-u ps but wrote in to inform me that she/he has "a urinary
tract infection.' Time to start drinking cranberry juice like it was a rel igion. Though most of you (68%) find Eminem "Lame," one student
finds him "Kewl with a capital K, " while another 'hates his misogynist
ass'. Most of you (55%) are still going to see "8 M ile" though.
Thankfully, most of you (82%) haven't seen "Punch Drunk Love," some
even asked, "what is that?" Sadly, 12% of you fools actually liked the
movie. One individual who has not yet seen it has "fucked Adam
Sandler," and even that has to be better than the movie. For the individual who 1s in college but asked me to "define consider" in question
six. this one goes out to you:
Consider:
1.
To think carefully about.
2.
To think or deem to be; regard as. See Usage Note at as 1.
3.
To form an opinion about; judge: considers waste to be criminal.
4.
To take into account; bear in mind: Her success is not surprising 1f you consider her excellent training.
5.
To show consideration for: failed to consider th e feelings of
others.
To esteem: regard .
6.
7.
To look at thoughtfully.
I will even use it in a sentence: Perhaps you should consider dropping
out of college to better your vocabulary.

(out o f 50 respon s es)

Yes 96%

No 4%

"
Is Leon ...

24%
9%
53%

a) The smartest man since Alexandaer the Great.
b) The s m artest m_a n s ince Bill Gates.
c)Th e s martest man since Tanya Ha rd ing.

Do you have an STD?

Avg. age: 19.94

69%

a)No

b)Yes
8%
c) I dunno, I do itch a lot.

Have you ever co ns ide red dropping

20%

out of Bard?
78% Yes

No

Is Eminem . . .
b) LAMe

Did you like Punch Drunk Love?

68%

12%
Are you still going to see

Yes
No
8%
Not Applicable

8 mile?

55% Yes
No

Observer had street cred
before you were born.
Before the internet was invented, troublemakers, anarchiststo-be, hippies and bad asses could find your basic counterculture info in Abbie's book. It details everything from
bombmaking, to couterfieting, how to roll a joint, scam the
phone companies and start your own printing press. It
came out in 1968, and is a counterculture icon.
Tucked into a list of recommen ded underground
newspapers is the Observer.
Did you know: At Woodstock Abbie wa s on stage talking
about some student prisoners. He was holding up the Who
and wouldn't stop talking, so Pete Townshend hit him with a
guitar.
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82%

45%

AMAZING GRACE, 212 W. COll91J11 Ave. Tellaha:iSM, Fla.

~
....
p..

22%

32o/.,a) COOL!

And as for the 18 year old school-marm who wrote "just so
you know titles are supposed to be underlined," you should come copy
edit for the Observer (ooh should I have underlined that Newspaper
title!). It would be nice to have a perfectionist like you around to ruin
all the fun.
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jMeccca Normal on
i
jFarne, Music and ...

I

jby Elizabeth Daley
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L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~
Twas night two of the CMJ music festival
and all through the house Kill Rockstars
were playing and Deerhoof was singing
about Panda's and China. The Kill
Rockstars showcase took place at the
Knitting factory and featured Slumber Party,
Qu1ro*tic, the Bangs, Semiautomatic,
Danielle Howle, the Gossip and Mecca
Normal, just to name
a few. All the bands
played good sets
however the most
amazing live performance was given
by The Gossip. On
top of mooning the
audience, lead
singer Beth sang as
if at a religious
revival, in a manner
that would have
made Dusty
Springfield proud.
Danielle Howle was
as cute as can be in
her coral colored
dress, sneakers with
her North Carolina
sensibility. She sang
a touching song
about violins who
dream of flyinng and
closed her set with a
sing along of "Let
the Circle Be
Unbroken." Her performance was as honest as Dolly Parton
before she got breasts.
Later that night, I trapped Mecca
Normal in an equipment closet and forced
them to listen to me drone on and on about
the website I work for(the transcript of which
1s below).
Mecca Normal Consists of Jean
Smith and David Lester. They are 43 and
44 respectively. When onstage they seem
possessed. Though quiet in person, David
Lester's guitar playing is a dance unto itself,
while Jean's vocals vibrate as she steps forwards and backwards, swaying like an
addict. The sound produced is a battle
between guitar and vocals contained in lyrical poetics that exceed most of their contemporaries. Jean and Dave have been
making music together for at least 20 years.
In all that time they have created CD's, Art
projects and Jean has written three novels.
So here is the uncharismatic segway
into .... the interview.
Observer. How did you meet?
Jean: We met at an entertainment weekly
newspaper doing the graphic design stuff
we both have a graphic design background .
0 : Did you go to school?
Jean: School? No! The thing is that's great
is that we just want to teach in a University.
I mean I graduated high school, but now I
want to teach at the University level, that
can happen can't it?
O: Well, we just gave Yoko Ono an honorary
degree ... What are some political issues
that you feel strongly about now?
Jean: Because we are very involved in the
underground music scene, I feel very strongly about community based venues. People
aren't coming out to community centers or
artist run centers to see people make
A
music and art at a more local level.
I think people have such an
opportunity to spend all their
money on video games and be
online and go to the movies
and all these sorts of things,
that they aren't considering it
their responsibility to support
independent underground culture. A lot of venues are having a
hard time and they're closing
because not enough people are coming
out. We played in LA, where there is one all
ages club to see this type of stuff. It's
called The Smell. It's in a terrible location,
hence the name. I mean it was a great
show. We put up our art show, it was fantastic. but I mean this is LA. It's a huge city
in America and there is only one place and

they are having their own problems. JabberJaw was another very famous all ages club
in LA but it closed. It was a terrible area as
well. The idea is to say to people who are
consuming culture to consider it their
responsibility to be careful where they spend
their money. A lot of bands are simply
going to stop coming around because every-

one's just saying 'well we didn 't even break
even right. ' If a van breaks down , it can be
just the end of a band. If people want to
have this sort of culture going on they have
to come out and buy the records or the
books or the I-shirts. It's not a luxury. It
keeps the bands alive, for one thing and it
also keeps the venues open. Once venues
close, they are hard to reestablish. I think
society is left in a vulnerable position if we
don't keep grass roots, face to face spaces
where activists can go and meet and talk
about things and be inspired by other people and just to make plots to overthrow the
government.
Dave: I think the thing that is important to
us is people working on a smaller level to
keep their communities going in response to
the build up of corporations and of corporate power. The homogenization of culture
has the effect of homogenizing politics as
well. The choices become fewer and fewer
within culture and in politics. I mean where
is the dissent coming from? It is a thing
that we can loose completely if we loose the
art spaces or the music spaces, or other
community spaces. There shouldn't be the
massive poverty that there is. There shouldn't be people dying from guns, or the terrible
lack of healthcare that exists. I mean, we
certainly have it better in Canada but the
trend is to get rid of that. These are not
good things. As we develop technologically,
as people's video games get better are their
lives getting any better on those fundamental levels of political choice and ideals and
healthcare?
Jean: To be slightly positive, it does seem
there is an incredible resurgence of activist
culture I was totally surprised by the battle
in Seattle aga inst the WTO.
·,~. At that time I had no
'idea that that was

~·· ·

.

going on
behind the
scenes.
There is a
great deal of
potential for
having cultural events that
are more diverse.
Having spoken word
in with electronic
music, two things that used to
be kept very separate. I think that makes
the underground scene more protected
against coorporatization. If everyone's all
in there together, rather than all split up
where everyone's like 'what's the next new
trend' and everyone else sinks to the bot-

~ Danielle

Howle

tom. It just feels like there's more community.
O: Seems like your saying the underground
is underground because it prefers to stay
that way.
Jean: I think that's a good point and that
there is a validity to the Underground. It's
not just a place to nurture and to develop
and to then become famous. We just want
to be purely in underground culture. We'll
do a variety of stuff; we 'll do whatever the
hell we want. I mean we're not exclusive
like 'no we won't do this '
Dave: It's important to have people that are
in the margins and the underground
because it has a different effect on society
as a whole. I think it is good to have the
various people who are not ever going to be
stars or whatever that concept means,
because they have an important role to play
politically. People who have other types of
views that aren't main stream have an
important role in society.
O: Do you think that fame can change people what say you about sell-outs?
Jean: They gotta sell some records. I don't
have a problem with people living off there
music and if they are in a magazine so
what? Jane used to be cool two years ago.
0: It's coming back, and you know why it's
coming back? I don't know if I should tell
you this but I do this horrible thing... ! work
for this website it's horrible you're gonna
hate me. I work for this marketing website
that sells youth culture. I mean it's not really that terrible.
Jean: It's not like you 're marketing weapons
to sell to small children or something.
O: I'm just telling these people who sell info
to places like Jane magazine, the types of
things I buy. I was thinking that Jane magazine had gotten good lately and U:\en I w~s
like oh wait, the company I work for gives
them all the stuff I say about youth culture
and that's why its gotten good.

Jean: Sellout!
O: Really?
Jean: no I'm just kidding.
0: What music are you listening to now?
Jean: Sport Murphy, Wax Mannequin that's
it. When I listen to something I listen to it
very intensely. Over and over again. I'm
reading Thomas Transfermer he's a psychologist from Sweden.
O: What are you reading Dave?
Dave: Milan Kundera
0 : What's your favorite Food?
Jean: Really really healthy food but I eat
meat,
O: Really really healthy meat?
Jean: no all kinds of meat but other than
that
O: so basically really really healthy food and
a big fat hot dog?
Jean: (Laughing)Yeah you got it you got it
Dave: egg creams. Chocolate
0 : What was the last fight you got into?
Jean: Well I was trying to ask Dave not to
have any more fights and he got mad at
me!!! We were at the airport...no I'm lying,
I'm lying. That's what we fight about, me
lying
O: What is your ethnic background?
Jean: My dad is from Scotland and Wales
although really he's from Canada. My Mom,
interesting you should ask, was adopted,
but she didn't find out until she was 50 so
she has no idea. She knows her Mom has
like black hair and she has no idea about
the rest.
O: she wasn 't one of those kids who was
sold on the black market was she?
Jean: No. She's like 85 or so, she was born
in a Salvation Army in Vancouver and a family adopted her and she only found out after
her mother was dead. It's kinda interesting
actually.
O; It must give her this feeling. ..
ean: Oh; she;s got all s
we don't want to talk about. You can buy the
book on that one

7

Scottish,
Irish,
English .
and
German
·Jean: Not
German,
we agreed
not to menJean: So you are the center of the universe.
That's what you're saying. What you say is
so important. Ok we gotta go; we 're trapped
in closet with a megaloman iac.
O: Noooooo there are thousands of people
who work for this organization and I am
telling people about it mostly because I feel
bad about it.
Jean: it sounds interesting I'd like to hear
more about it. Can I get a job?
0: They interview you and you have to be in
a certain age group, and they interview you
to see if you ' re a trend setter. Then, they
look at you and they say yes or they say no.
Jean: what do THEY look like
O: They look regular I guess ... ! shouldn't
really be talking, this is your interview
Jean: we're sort of aware that there must be
this type of stuff going on we just don't
know the details.
O: You can pay them lots of money and get a
subscription
Dave: so companies all around the country
use this information?
0 : Yes to better market their projects.
Jean: so is this your main job? Aside from
school?
O: well I work in the film department and I
tutor kids
Jean: Oh neat
O: I should probably just stop talking about
this.
Dave: We would never accuse someone of
selling out, we don't like that concept. We
know that people have families and they
need to make money
Jean: I need a job, who knows what I'll do.
mean I won't do certain things but...
Dave: There are people I think are great who
are on major labels or in big magazines I
think Patti Smith's great

tion that!
O: When was the last time you cried?
Jean: A couple of weeks ago, a week
O: Why?
Jean: It was Sunday. I often cry on Sundays.
I've never really liked Sundays . I can't really
work efficiently, so there is nothing else to
do but cry.
Dave: I can't remember. Squish it down so
it doesn't come to the surface, then you
don't cry
O: Where did you get your name?
Jean: Jean Smith? I married a guy when I
was 23, his name was Smith. I mean I'm
not married now.(laughing)
O: Do people often think that you are married?
Jean: I don't care what people often think
really. I mean sometimes we go to one
house and they only have one bed
Dave: then I get the floor
O: Do you feel subordinate?
Dave: Well, Jean does all the driving so it's
not fair that she should sleep on the hard
floor. Besides, she has a bad back.
O: Do you ever feel ignored Dave?
Dave: No not at all
b: What's the strangest place you ever
played?
Jean: Well this closet? We played in cellar in
Switzerland right by the big shooting park.
You know, you are allowed to shoot heroine
-1
freely in the streets there. It was hot in the
l:T'
cellar and we had to climb down a hole that
was made out of balsa wood so that was
t:J:1
.
.
~
basically the strangest place. (both laughing) .,
We stepped on a lot of dog crap on our way j;l.
into the hole.
~
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NAYSAYER, T JO
and MICK TURNER

This past Saturday Bard hosted a handful of the finest musicians currently available for live performances. Opening the
show was Naysayer, a Brooklyn based project by
Cynthia Nelson (formerly of Retsin) and her friend Anna Padgett. They
performed, as did each act of the night, without drums, delivering harmonies made from distinct vocal melodies and rhythms that derive from"'
an unusually serious accompanying instrumentation. Their unexpected
appearance was a pleasant and surprising addition to a formidable bill.
Following Naysayer, Mick Turner took the stage at Bard Hall. Mick
l1'
Turner plays in the tradition of Jim O'Rourke, using a style of layered
free-flowing guitar harmonies. Looping these, he improvises and is able

' by Kelly Burdick
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Three records. Mick
Turner is also, coincidentally, the guitarist
and a found ing member of the Dirty Three.
The highlight of the night, for this writer at least, was the performance of Tara Jane O'Neil, who
presented an uncompromising performance of her recent songs, songs which are both beautiful
and endlessly endearing. Tara's influence is far reaching, and anyone who thought they might
have heard something similar before should seriously consider its source, a source that, it
seems to me, will lead back to Tara herself. Thats<;> few Bard students were present when she
' Performed was disappointing, for there are few artists that have such experience and serious'!!ness to bring to the stage. Anyone who finds themselves regretting not having attending the
-Mshow should check out any one of Ta ra's records- a collection that stretches from her contribu'j tions to the Rodan record "Rusty," to a number of Retsin albums, to her recent solo records, all
of wh ich are ava ilable from Quarterstick Records.
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Concert Revie.w: Electronic Music
- on a note- of indifference,
~
:and
Meehan's
set -wouldn't end
but unforJason Jones ~ ..... ......... .. :tunately they only played the one song. Both performers seemed to

.................1By

be capable of more and I was hoping to hear other branches of their talent,

E3

but this did not happen.
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Last Monday night (November 11th) there was an improvised electroacoustic double bill in Bard Hall. The event was split into two sections, with
Sean G. Meehan and Toshimaru Nakamura playing together for the first half.
Then , the show finished with Bard's own Richard Teitelbaum (professor of
Music) and Carlos Zingaro performing as a duet.
The even ing began quietly with an impressive display of concentration and restra int. Once Nakamura and Meehan were finished setting up their
equipment they sat patiently without a sound, waiting for all other noises in
the room to settle. For the first five minutes or so, they seemed to be in deep
reflection, trying to clear their heads before beginning the music. The first
sound to emerge from the silence was a single soft tone, produced by
Nakamura on his no-input mixing board. After a few minutes of Nakamura
tweaking the sound with his pedals and other various electronics Meehan
joined in . He started off by placing a thin wooden rod on top of a snare drum
and gently moved his fingers downward, vibrating the drum to produce a soft
buzz. He sustained the buzz by making sure that his fingers were constantly
moving on the rod. Meanwhile, Nakamura had begun to produce other tones,
layering one on top of the other. Suddenly, clicks and hisses could be heard
amidst the lulling frequencies that maintained the entire performance.
Meehan's buzzing sound would speed up and slow down depending on the
speed of his hands as they moved across the stick. But was he also responsible for the other noises? At one point I heard what sounded like someone
squeezing a soda can and popping the aluminum back out. I remember thinking that it seemed like a rude thing to do at a minimalist performance such as
this, but when I looked around I couldn't find anyone with
a beverage. At this point, I also couldn't tell who was making which sounds, especially since they seemed to be coming from all over the place. It was impossible to see what
Nakamura was doing behind his equipment, but he must
have been responsible for these other sounds. Meehan
didn't really do much beyond stroking his pole. At one
point he added a cymbal to the mix, which admittedly did
produce another alluring sound . but his lack of variety
became somewhat uninteresting.

INTERMISSION

1·

Next, came Richard Teitelbaum and Carlos Zin garo, who have been
performi ng togeth er for ma ny years, both in the BTZM Quartet and on their
own . Both artists have been making creative and original music for something
like 40 years now. They have both been involved in many different projects
and have created an impressive array of many different types of music. What
they played last Monday was vibrant, with a dark edge to it. Zingaro performed with his violin and laptop and Teitelbaum had a collection of electronics, including his synthesizer and two computers.
Their first improvisation began as Nakamura and Meehan's did, with
a single enduring note made by Zingaro and his violin. Soon after, Teitelbaum
chimed in with oddly lyrical dissoncances made on his synth. The two transitioned magnificently between loud surges of noise and more reserved arrangements. Teitelbaum and Zingaro both played their instruments in different man-1
ners, but they were quite attentive in aurally observing one another and played
off of each other wonderfully. Parts of the first song evolved into charming
harmonies as Teitelbaum introduced samples of various rings and what sounded like classical Indian singing. At other times, they created nice distances
from one another, by using contrasting atonalities and rhythms. Although
Teitelbaum used several methods of creating sound and music, only once did
his performance ever turn into an unfitting din. Zingaro did just about everything you could think of with his violin: he bowed, plucked, and even drummed
on 1t. He also put the sound of 1t
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QUOTES

l ·Toohim•rn Nokomora 0 ooe of the moot impo,toot m"'i·
cians in the world today. He minimizes his music to a gorgeous maximum." -Forced Exposure
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' Meehan is one of the best, though least documented percussionists around ... a king of small gestures and smears."
-Th e Wire
END QUOTES
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The performance as a whole was rather hypnotic
because of the steady tones that remained throughout.
The mystery of who was producing which sounds was an
absorbing aspect of the set as well. However, once I real-
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fields was very well done.
Improvisational music is often tricky
and problematic, but Teitelbaum
and Zingaro are both experts of listening and anticipation, as well as
masters of their own respective
instruments. It was great of
Teitelbaum to perform here even
though he is currently on leave of
'llio\ ..... ,1 ',,.
~· ·'-~ ·\:·· J ~--; ; · • absence. When he returns I look
<>t~., ~ ., •·:,.. ~~f';,.~{ forward to the possibility of seeing
•
"
more of his performances. Much
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tic instruments, the 1ntngue faded away. I was hoping that Nakamura
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;f4 prev1ously played sections and mod~
~ ifying them in real time. Zingaro's
~~
i playing was awesome and almost
•constant, while Teitelbaum made
,.some well-placed pauses and was
~equally astounding. Some seg~~""·J ments of their two improvisations
were quite beautiful, other parts
were more disturbing (the second
more than the first) and seemed as
though they would have made a
good soundtrack to a horror film.
·vet the blending between these two
~ ,_
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'"'""'to the Bo<d ceote<, loteg,.ted Art• ood M"''' Pcogram•, '"'the
Creative Music Alliance for putting on the show.
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(See THE RING Before You Die [
[8y-M-ichael Morini ]
Gore Verbinski's ("The Mexican ") newest effort, "The Ring", is possibly one of the only
successful new horror movies I've seen
1n the past few years. Pretty surprisingly,
coming from the director of a Julia
Roberts/Brad Pitt love escapade, 'th rill
ride'- of a movie. (This is where I'll
cough. Cough.)
This film is the story of Rachel
Keller (Naomi Watts), a newspaper
reporter who dives a little too deep with
her journalistic curiosity, into the events
surrounding the recent mysterious death
of her niece. Rachel traces the death
back to the viewing of a specific videotape that rumors to frighten the viewer
to death. I wouldn't want to give too
much of this movie away because I
enjoyed it and I don't want to ruin the surprises. But basically the rest of the movie is
Rachel (Naomi Watta) getting way too deep into the history of
the videotape that killed her niece.
The screenplay is an adaptation of a Japanese novel called
"Ringu" written by Koji Suzuki. "Ringu" was also made into a
movie in 2000 by Japanese director Hideo Nakata. I should
have seen that version before I watched the most recent film

but just didn 't get around to it with my busy schedule. I've heard wonderful things
about the Japanese version, so go see both I guess.
Naomi Watts was wonderful in this film. She has very particular and peculiar
cheek bones that kind of detract from my attraction t<;> her but I guess that doesn't really matter when I'm supposed to be critiquing her acting. She was great.
Naomi Watts has been seen elsewhere. Namely in Mulholland Drive and nothing
else that I've ever seen but I am generally impressed with her as an actress. Her
son in the film, Adian (David Dorfman), looks a lot like her could be Natasha
Lyonne from American Pie's little brother, but
apparently, (unless they have different last
names to be cute or something) he's not.
I'm at a loss at what to say about the cinematograpy besides that it totally worked.
Suspenseful, at times curious, it was cinematography that catured the moods of fright
and (at times) disgust perfectly.
"The Ring" is an excellent story so be sure
to catch it in any medium or form. I recommend it
one to anyone who wants to shit in their pants, have
their girlfriend 's (or boyfriend's I guess) fingernails
lodged in your arm when the credits fall, or generally
be impressed by a damn good horror film.

Don 't Be A Jackass, See
This Movi e!
!By Henry Casey j
Very few things have disclaimers any more. For obvious reasons,
"Jackass: The Movie" is one of them. Reasons like: suburban kids
who would imitate their stunts are idiots, even "trained professionals"
can get hurt doing these stunts, and finally, the fact that Jackass is
not for everyone. If the prospect of watching a professional boxer
named Butterbean kick the living daylights out of Johnny Knoxville in
a random store. while the manager looks on in shock, does not sound
funny to you then save yourself the pleasure of watching the funniest
90 minutes of recent cinema. I don't know if I have ever been in a
movie where the audience never stopped laughing. One of my favorite
moments involves jackass Barn Margera playing ridiculous pranks on
his parents. He sets off what looks like a trashcan filled with fireworks to scare his mom and dad, in their bed room, 2 hours before
his dad was supposed to wake up later for an early shift. Just to see
the reaction of his mother, a woman who is supposedly against cursing, scream "Is that thing fucking real?" when Barn put a live alligator
into their house was worth the $8.50 I paid. But honestly, they
named their kid "Barn;" what did they expect? Adding a touch of
screen presence was one of the creators of "Jackass," Spike Jonze
(director of "Being John Malkovich" and the upcoming "Adaption"),
who dressed up in m9keup like an old person and pretended that his
wheelchair lost its breaks as it rolled down a steep hill. Again, the
reactions of the people passing him on the street and the one man
who tried to help him were priceless. Also, expect cameos from Henry
Rollins and Tony Hawk. Thankfully Knoxville has already said there
will be no sequel. Even though 1t could be as funny as the original,
the risks they'd have to take would probably kill them. I give this movie 4 out
of 5 stars.
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lby Chelsea Doyle

J

Welcome to a rap fan's dream movie: senseless violence, random wild sex, and a
whole load of everyone's favorite white trash rapper, Eminem. Well, if you took that
sentence as truth, it could be seen as a generalization about rap artists, which is
both _ignorant and not very open minded. Truth be told, I am not an Eminem fan . I
don't like his music, and I don't like his attitude. "8 Mile' is his
acting debut, a film about a young white rapper named Jimmy
Smith Jr. who is trying to find his way into the spotlight, or
just trying to find where he belongs in the scheme of things.
With a group of supportive friends, all searching for the same
thing, he struggles his way through the life of a mindless day job,
street violence, and his confusing relationship with an equally messed up
mother. I have to give some credit to Eminem, for it might not ~ave been easy to
take a role that struck so close to home, considering all the problems he has had in
his past. "8 Mile" surprised me with having real heart to it. Beneath the grit and the
blood, there was a journey of self discovery in store for Jimmy Smith, and by the
end of the movie he really seemed to have pulled things together and accepted
who exactly he was. Supporting actor Mekhi Phifer also adds quite a bit of humor
and heart to the movie, by being Jimmy's best friend and strongest supporter,
always pushing him to succeed. Brittney Murphy, unfortunately, does not add much
to the movie other than a sultry smile and the object of lust.
This movie is not technically Oscar material, nor is it a film that should be
shoved to VHS as soon as possible. It is a mediocre movie that happens to have
some worth to it. For people that are not interested in witnessing Eminem get his
face knocked in and/or knock someone else's face in ... over and over again , or get
tired of the constant swearing and abuse that rap
allows, I'd suggest not wasting your eight dollars and
grabbing it on video sometime later. If you are willing
to look past the senseless violence, random wild
sex, etc., then you might actually enjoy it. In any
case, it is worth seeing. Rated R, A Universal
Pictures film.
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Several Albums Reviewed
[by PaOio vida!T)

fa

" Red Hot Chill Pepp ers-By The Way": The Chili Peppers' latest is a versatile album, unless you happen to hate their music. If
you think they've gone downhill since "Blood Sugar Sex Magik" then there's little I can do to convince you to listen . In any
case, "By The Way" pushes beyond "Californication" to try a lot of different approaches to songwriting. Intense electric bass
breakdowns, ambient use of flangers, and experimentation with lyric delivery gives the album a slightly different sound than
fans are used to. It works well in both introspective and sociable listening moods. The album does not finish as strong as it
starts, but it remains pretty cohesive.
Rated: Great for nighttime driving, bouts of depression, and informal social gatherings.

" Beck-Sea Change": This CD has been called Beck's depressing album. Compared to "Midnite
Vultures," the lyrics are quite sad . However, I would argue the interspersion of symphonic crescendos
and other audible cues break up the somber mood enough to make the album enjoyable anytime. Beck
uses flangers and echo effects in many tracks, giving a more ethereal quality to the vocals and guitar. It
is more relaxed than many other Beck albums, neither attempting to revel glam rock, nor tell a story in
the folk tradition.
Rated: General purpose good listening.

"DJ Spooky-Optometry": A free jazz project with Billy Martin of Medeski, Martin and Wood on drums, Optometry
as a whole album is excellent., start to finish. The first few tracks introduce haunting melodies with hard beats,
which digresses as the album moves on . The last few tracks can best be described as the feeling you get watching film noir on rainy night. DJ Spooky plays the double bass and kalimba, and as a turntabalist adds an important sonic dimension to the album. Undulating horns and MC's make occaisional appreances, further diversifying
the range of emotions on the album.
Rated: Essential and appropriate for both jazz afficionados and DJ Spooky fans.
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Cassius-Au Reve It's time to revel in tongue-in-cheek, embarassingly cheesy club music. Two French DJ's by the name of Cassius know
~""i
how to make infectious house music given their album "1999", so the heavy use of swirling synthesizers and cliche lyr.ics must be on pur- ·.. . . . . . ·•'-'· .
pose right? It takes the kitzch of Basement Jaxx's album Rooty to another level. How can you resist lyrics such as I feel like I wanna be
~\""·" ;;.1
{
inside of you/when the sun goes down? Almost everyone will appreciate the hard beats that do not sound synthesized or hopelessly
~\:y--)°"~,..-'
repetetive. Additionally, there are some tracks without lyrics that are approachable to purist electronica fans. I would recommend down) ~.•'
u~
loading some of the album to test it out before you aquire this uninhibited mix of synthesizes, breakbeats, and relentless MC's.
.Z;c ~.. . .•.,.,
Rated : Use in dance party situations where noone's embarrased with over-the-top music
,..
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lso Cent Guess Who's Back?
150 Cent just signed to Shady Records and is . ,
j about to be the only thing you hear.
.,~
, .
• Eminem's new disciple is easily the best
v§
art1st to emerge from the underground
:;·11
1scene. 50 Cent is a thug me who has been
'
passed the torch and carries on in the tradition of Mobb Deep, Cormega. and Nas.
• However. he also brings a sound which 1s for1matted to each beat, and makes you want to wild out. 50 cent brings a lot of heat and is
• easy to get into like a freshman at drag race. On his album Guess Who's Back? 50 Cent
-i 1shows that he can flip any style, "Life's on the Line" is a thugged out track straight from
l NYC 1t makes you think killing is cool. "That's What's Up featuring G-Unit" is another great
tJ:I y ack which makes you consider the importance of a 30,000 dollar chain and a 100,000
~
dollar car. "Not Like Me" is a classic me rap in which he boasts and brags, and after you
P... l stop bobbing your head to the melodic hook, you'll probably want to go out and cop a brick
O • and slang that shit up on North campus. The tracks are already classics and 50's album on
g' 1Shady Records has yet to drop. We can only expect more good things.
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Missy Elliot Under Construction
Missy is the only Female me I can stomach; speaking of stomachs, thank God
Missy lost those extra ones she used to carry
around . This album is off the hook like the one
that got away... Get it? Anyway, Missy has taken it
back to the roots of hip-hop. The album is set to
an early 80's aesthetic. This means grafitti, break
dancing, Deejaying, and MC raps - all things that
the industry has replaced with Prada and dollar
signs. When the woman who wrote
Say My Name for Destiny's Child in 15 minutes
teams up with Timbaland, one of the hottest producers ever, all you can expect is an album that
takes over. The song which most of you know ls
"Work It" (where she speaks backwards) that's a
dope party track and is sort of the heart of the
album. I mean, she uses the word "chocha" in contextt - how dope is that? Th is production
contains a lot of break beats and classic rap verses in the style of Run DMC, Sugar Hill
Gang, and Grand Master Flash. This album is also very sexual, and Missy lets you know
what she wants you to do and tells you what you can do to her. It is border line pornographic, but not in a SILK grimy way, which is awesome. Missy also does a remix of "Bring The
Pain" which features Method Man. Another hot jam is "Play the Beat," remini;cent of the
•
popular song "Work It." The album also features Jay-Z and 50 cent, which is ironic because
50 Cent wants to kill Jay-Z. Download this album.
•
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I should have learned my lesson with "The Best Of Both Worlds, " or at least "Roe la Familia." Jay-Z does not work well
with others. And with his latest album "The Blueprint2: The Gift and The Curse," Jigga man has possibly released his
•
worst solo album yet. The album feels way too complicated, far from the crisp "The Blueprint" which preceded it. But
maybe it's not entirely Jay-Z's fault. It could possibly be due to the 24, count 'em 24, guest appearances. These range •
from good artists: M.O.P., Rakim, Dr. Dre and Big Boi, to bad ones: Beyonce Knowles, Truth Hurts and Sean Paul, to the
biggest sell out in our modern times: Lenny Kravitz. You may be wondering what in the hell Kravitz is doing on a rap CD
when he should be trying to get his rock and roll credibility back. I thought about it for a fe~ seconds, until I realized
•
that this was Jay-Z's way to try and blend rap and rock for the same success Eminem has had with the rock-infused
"The Eminem Show."
.
•
Artists have to grow and try not to be repetitive in order to be seen as innovators. But sadly even when Jay tries to
branch out., his song with Kravitz "Guns & Roses" does not blend at all; instead it becomes more like 2 different songs •
that share a single chorus. And because of the fact that Jay is trying to be more lyrically conscious about being a player,
he has mutated into a cold, boring monogamous version of his old partying self. But does the album have any good
•
moments? As I said before, there are some good contributing artists, and signing M.O.P. to Roe-A-Fella might have been
the smartest thing Jay-Z has done, as their remix of "You Don't Know" (from The Blueprint) turns one of the few bad
songs off that album and sets it right. And the song with Dre, "The Watcher 2" is also good, but it shows that the only •
good songs on this album are sequels to others. In coming weeks you may hear critics say that Jay-Z has gotten Lay-Z.
Don't turn a cold ear to the pun though, because on the first track, "A Dream," he not only samples The Notorious
•
B.l.G ., but also samples an entire verse. Such blatant copying hasn't been seen since Puffy or Napster. I think that Jay
has run out of things to talk about. Maybe he'll retire soon, he must be able to afford that, but then why would he put •
this out? My rating: 2 out of 5 stars; not recommended at all.
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Bard Should Have It's Own Battle Royale

~

by Nikolay Nikiforov

Some of most interesting film screenings we have here at Bard are put on by the Asian Film Society, and one could only wish that they could do
_
them more often and at better times. When two (or even three) films are screened only once, and on the same day, the question of choosing
. . . . . . _between good and better, between taking all the rare dishes, or only one, is almost unsolvable. With three films of the great director Ming-Jiang
~ Tsai to be shown on the same day, the question of what to see will certainly be a challenging one.
The problem with these films is that you hardly have a chance to watch them elsewhere, and this is especially true about Battle
.............. Royale. The plot of the movie is very simple, though hardly convincing. A class of forty-two kids, who all know each other well (except for two
~ transfer students) are taken on a trip, on which they are subjected to sleeping gas. After waking up, they find themselves chosen (by their
teachers) for the noble and pleasant game of Battle Royale, of which they, by some sad luck, have never heard of. The game works like this:
you get a random weapon in a bag, and if in three days you manage to survive and make sure no one else does, you're the winner. Very simple
rules, but quite stnct. Now. these characters are not any D&D heroes or tamagotchies. What characters do is hang around a little and then die.
People say that they say the film shocked everyone in Japan so much that they would not 14 year--0lds (the age of the film's characters) watch
1t, 15 would qualify. The director, Kinji Fukasaku, said that if those youngsters too young to see the film do not manage to find a way to get into
theaters. they would be showing disrespect for the effort he put into making the movie. By the way, Fukasaku was 70 when he made the filmwhat a lively taste for blood and violence old men in Japan have! Speaking about ratings in US, it was a little different here - the movie just
never went into theaters, and you can't buy the DVD on Amazon (you can, but only on British one).
Unfortunately, I did not manage to watch it when it was screened and this is sad, for this is a film which makes the audience's reaction an
~
important part of the entire experience. Yet Battle Roya le is not a movie to be easily forgotten , and even though I missed the most recent
screening, I still feel compelled to say a few words about the film. Critics frequently call it 'the most violent film ever,' which is certainly not true. '
In fact, 1t is mostly annoying because the film, in some sense, is not ~iolent.
The reason is that in a violent movie violence is supposed to be shocking. In Battle Roya le violence ceases to shock quite so soon.
Since all the characters are "dead" from the very beginning. their actual deaths do not come as a surprise. That the deaths can be melodramatic, or funny, or just beautiful is perhaps why this movie is so "bad."
Fukasaku ranges through many cinematic styles, such as teen soap opera, anime cartoons, John Woo thrillers, war movies. and
nature adventures. He is not laughing at them, but carefully imitating them to the point of exaggeration. He asks himself - what does make a
great movie?
Probably the main reason why this movie is so good (besides the mere fact that it is stunning) is that there's no cynicism in its use of
violence. It does not discriminate between 'good' violence and 'bad' violence, between the allowed and the forbidden. It does not discriminate
between good guys and bad guys. In a world where polar oppositions are so prevalent, Battle Roya le is both important and stimulating in its
destruction of such oppositions.
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~orey Stories: The Vinegar Works
'

:\ ~

by Jacqueline Moss

On Saturday, November 2nd,
students from the Bard Early
College High School, and two of
our own beloved students at
Bard College, performed a play
adaptation of the stories of
Edward Gorey. Edward Gorey,
who sadly passed away in April
of 2000, was an
American writing
and illustrator of
the Gothic tradition.
Gothic, is the best
way to describe
Gorey's work;
death, mystery,
swooning maidens,
deranged characters, odd children,
and otherwise gruesome subjects were
featured in Gorey's
works, lending
them a certain odd
charm and humor,
like a guilty pleasure. If any of you
have seen the PBS
senes Mystery!, you
may recognize the
stormy scenes. the
swooning maiden in
the cemetery, and
that token, vine-covered urn.
The students brought to
life the remarkably
strange, humorous,
and puzzling works
of Edward Gorey's
impenetrable imagi-

nation. Wh en
I stepped into
Olin that evening, I
was surprised to see how many people
came to the show, and soon Olin was full of
Edward Gorey fans anxiously awaiting the
show. When the lights dimmed, and we all
caught our breath, the actors came out
from the large canvas flaps depicting some
of Gorey's illustrations, gathered in the center of the stage, and held poses in the gray
light, with the eerie music of electric guitar
and cello playing in the background.
Eventually, the actors came out
one by one, moving oddly and
humorously, freezing, and
exiting either stage left or
right. The actors clearly practiced their movements and
expressions well, for it was
these well practiced movements and facial expressions,
as well as the chemistry
among the cast,
that brought the
whimsy and
humor of
Edward Gorey
to the fore.
Of all the acts,
the one that is
the most
memorable,
and which is
probably one
of the most
famous of
Gorey's works,
is The
Gashlycrumb
Tinies, in
which children
are prey to
some very
interesting fates,
and one wonders, where did
Gorey get the idea for this?
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I have a surprise for all of you Final
Fantasy fans out there. Thanks to
Electronic Gaming Monthly, I have received information of a sequel to
FF's most popular, and most recent. game Final Fantasy X. It should
be calle d Final Fantasy X-2 (very creative), and stars the former
Summoner and female main character Yuna, sporting a new Lara
Croft-ish look complete with gun toting and tight clothing. Apparently
Tidus, the main character from FFX and Yuna's love, is taken capture
to a prison far away, and Yuna (along with other Final Fantasy hottie
Rikku) is on a quest to save him. Now, for the fans whom have finished the FFX are likely sputtering incoherently and cursing the name
of Square and its inconsistency. However, I checked out the screenshot and I can say that it has some interesting spots. For one, the
landscape that we marveled at before is more open to exploration ,
and you do not have to focus only on the story line, giving yourself
more time to just enjoy the amazing graphics, which apparently is to
make up for the lack of ingenuity and creativity by starting a game
only of scantily clad women running and jumping around. If we Final
Fantasy friends wanted to
play Tomb Ra ider, we
' would have already. So
far, this game is not
being smiled upon. If
you want to see the
full story, you can
check out www.ffins1der.net, a fan site that
seems to have all the
information about this
new installment.
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Wa iting For Gordo - An Urban Tale
This past Saturday night was terribly cold, miserably wet, and destined to be another
predictable weekend evening. I had made my usual plans, but ensured time that I
would be able to attend "Waiting For Gordo" - a play written by senior William "Ninja"
Ruiz. Since I live directly above one of th·e play's stars, I have seen this play morph
from quiet and hazy readings in Ninja's living room, to frantic late night painting sessions in the Old Gym. Yet, I hadn't see the play in its entirety, so I still didn't know what
to expect.
Based upon Samuel Beckett's "Waiting for Godot", Ruiz's creation takes a
more rugged spin on Beckett's themes of limbo and the suspension of goals. E-Doggs
(played by Soly Sreiy) is based on the forgetful Estragon , while Univlad (played by
Andreis Costa) is rooted in the skeptical Vladimir. However, based in modern New York
City, Ruiz's characters retort lines like, "Dag yo," and "Someone crucified Jesus? I'll
bitch slap that motherfucker!"
I walked into the Old Gym, shivering and wet, and was amazed at how it was
transformed. A mix between graffiti and traditional set design , the stage mimicked a
crack house - while the rest of the gym was colorful and filled with incredible graffiti.
The play started abruptly, as if we had been listening in on a conversati on that had
already been in progress. It is known immediately that E-Doggs has just broken out of
jail, and that he and his friend Univlad were waiting for a drug dealer named Gordo.
Unsure of whether Gordo is hostile or not, the dialogue between the two is funny and
clever. With a void of action in the performance Ruiz's lines are entertaining enough to
keep the play moving. However, with such a heavy reliance on dialogue, mixed with
acoustics of the Old Gym, if I missed a line (wh ich I did several times) I was missing out
on an integral part of the play.
The events of the play are both dream-like and nonsensical.
This was both a source of charm and confusion. Pizza the Pimp (played

-

for Gordo. While his role is never clarified, Pizza is portrayed as a trickster - someone
with rather dark dealings. Chance is a painfully depressing character, who doesn't
speak often but has the most com plex character on stage. She carries burdens to
impress her pimp, who abuses her anyways. The majority of the comedic material is
found in the interaction of the three men who all embody their characters exceptionally
well. Finally, a message from Gordo is sent through a pizza boy (a lot of pizza references
here) with no pizza, played by Adrian Adorno (who acts like no pizza boy I would never
mess with) saying that Univlad and E-Doggs would have to wait yet another night for
Gordo. Unsure how long they have waited, the two agree to meet again, and the play
ends. The metaphor is clear; they are in purgatory. Subtly hinted at during the Saturday
performance, and more blatant in the Sunday performance, I was partial to the suggestion of limbo rather than the explanation.
Ruiz managed to create a special atmosphere which was impressive. His writing was natural but clever, I was watch ing the dialogue unfold. The set design was one
of the most I have seen with an excellent collaboration amongst the cast. Word playmade me feel almost as confused as Univlad, yet the dialogue kept my attention. I preferred the play in its more subtle moments, but the actors performed their parts with
such hilarious conviction that I was able to forgive them for any obvious metaphors or
confusion, I just enjoyed the show.

On The Water:
A Review
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"On the Water." the Bard theater department's adaptation of Anton Chekov's "The Seagull"
1s. first of all, a college adaptation and therefore inappropriate for straightforward comparison to the original. This is hardly a criticism, but an acknowledgement of the lack of space,
actors, and of the time restrictions which make such a shortened version necessary. How
much said deletions affect the piece as a whole depends in part on how much one misses
the lost characters, namely the supporting cast of Shamrayev, Paulina, Masha,
Medvedenko, and the Doctor, many of whose characteristics and lines were incorporated
into those of Sorin, whom the production retains. The production itself did not seem as if
pieces of it had been discarded and those unfamiliar with the play would scarcely miss the
poisonous, fatalistic Masha or the superficially cultured Shamrayev. If their absence
affects the piece as a whole- that 1s. if one insists on seeing "On the Water" as a relative of the original
rather than a piece unto itself- it is because
Chekov's original 1s so well-sculpted that
each character 1s dependent on the others. This 1s a work where every character and even that character's relat1onsh1ps, find their reflection in
another and 1s thereby fleshed out
as three-dimensi onal. Thus "On the
Water's" sprightly Nina is deprived
of dour Masha and Nina 's passionately broken romance with Konstantin
loses its parallel with the passionless
marriage of Masha and Medvedenko.
Chekov's work is painstakingly built so that
removal of even one piece changes the meaning of
the whole. But this is to be expected and is not worth
dwelling upon. Better to look at the play as an insular entity.
The production was suitably ambient, opening with a ghostly dumb-show procession in silhouette and ending with Konstantin 's submersion in a doorway of blinding light,
shut in the moment of his suicide. The space between however was not the subtle interweaving of lost chances and frustrated artistic lovers of The Seagull, but a direct depiction
of the disintegration of a family amidst overblown passion and one-key personalities. And
to be honest. it worked in many cases. The love affair between Nellie Fleishner's Nina and
Corey Sullivan's Trigorin brought out the best in both performances. Whereas I thought
Fleishner's hyper kinetic approach to the tortured idealism of Nina inappropriate in earlier
scenes, it was exactly this approach that managed to make her bringing out of Trigorin 's
real love- his self love- convincing. Granted, the affair was implausibly qu ick in its accumulation and consumm ation , but it was a pleasure to watch Trigorin 's shy egoism emerge
under Nina's naivete only to be chained again to the ruthless Arkad ina, in whose extroverted self-Obsession the tender but co-dependent writer finds the enslaver he craves. The performance between these three, rather than Konstantin 's story of artistic desperation ,
formed the centerpiece of "On the Water' and for this we have a few elements to thank.
Fist of all, Zumi Rosow endowed pirma donna/reluctant matriarch Arkadina with
the stagy. indulgent manner that she demands, differentiated from simply stagy, indulgent
acting in that Arkadina retain her fangs and bears them without ado when her passions are
in danger. Zumi allows Arkadin a's humanity to show through in times of crisis, for instance
when elderly Sorin appears to suffer a heart attack. Still , her reclamation of Trigorin in his
moment of doubt (the hands-down best scene in the production) is somewhat overshadowed by an uncertainty of whether or not it is heartfelt passion or whether she is playing
him for the fool he is. The answer is probably both and it hardly matters when she looms
over the fallen man like a serpent and fails to utter Chekov's line "He's mine again," simply
because she doesn't need to. Her nature is as raw and ugly in its nakedness in those few
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\
moments as those of the man crumpled beneath her. Also hers is one of the few characters that, deprived of the supporting cast, is able to recognize her counterpart in Nina and
this fact improves both performances quite a lot.
Both Hunter McClamrock and Corey Sullivan, as Sorin and Trigorin respectively,
manage to avoid one-note performances by endowing their complex and meaningful characters with a humor that is just subdued enough not to ham in on the action . Trigorn is
possibly the play's most complex asset and Corey is able to conjure both the quiet charisma and the human feebleness that defines this most beautiful of tormented characters.
Only in the last scene does he seem wasted or superfluous, since his feelings towards
Konstantin remain curiously undefined, though of course his denial of the mysterious
stuffed seagull was a brilliant underscoring of the play's brooding themes. Sorin , large·IY a comedic character to begin with, has been combined with the progressiveminded Doctor Dorn and so retains a bit of wisdom and sympathy that
belies his doddering nature. I suspect that this is a dangerous combination since thematically Sorin is what Konstantin may become if he
fails to follow his heart, whereas Dorn is a readily engaged mind
not the least bit wasted. Yet I found the new character, played
with both guile and humor, a welcome and integral part of the
piece and that Hunter makes it work so well is one of the real triumphs of "On the Water." Only why is he deprived of the
Doctor's closing line to Trigorin "Get Irina out of here somehow.
Konstantin just shot himself"? His wry understanding of youth,
disguised as an old man's whimsies, are the only worthwhile part of
his interactions with Konstantin, arguably the play's hero, who is
played here as wooden and entirely devoid of the prophetic brooding
miasma which the character emits on paper.
As tortured genius or shallow waste, Konstantin falls equally short. His opening
lines, meant to set the tone for the play, are spoken with brash excitement that undermines their content. When his "new form" fails to succeed, Konstantin 's mood reverses but
does not deviate so that instead of being happy-go-lucky, he is sim ply saddy-go-lucky.
Worst of all, his interactions with the other characters remained one-note and scarcely
seemed to acknowledge the difference in his relationships to them. The same kind of
giddy staccato might be applied to Nina, and surely their scenes together were the low
point of the play, but she at least is saved by the fact that a naive, overdramatic sensibility
is part of her character and her acting at least reached a fever pitch by the play's conclusion, whereas Konstantin rema ined steadily in contradiction to his lines throughout.
Despite this, On the Water was wholly entertaining and did a great honor to Chekov's original that was not diminished by its limitations, but rather soared within them.
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futertainment ... (chuckle, chuckle)
www.habbo.com
Sometimes, I don't feel like leaving my room. Sometimes I feel that Bard offers too
many familiar faces to avoid. Sometimes, I really wish I had a mohawk and green
sneakers, or that my name was stevenhaw!<ing. Mostly, I just wish I could say anything that I wanted without being stared at by
·a.:-trangers or thrown out of swank establishments
·
like MacDonalds or the more upscale
Wendy's. These feelings of dysphoria lead
me to drown my sorrows yelling at my mirror
like a healthy schitzophrenic while pretending
to be various muppet babies. Upon hearing
of my problem, my dear friend Chris, (or
Tohpher as he likes to be called), showed me
this website called www.habbohotel.com. I
have since decided that the hotel provides a
reality that is in many ways, ultimately prefferable to real life.
Habbo Hotel is a little bit like the
Sims, a little bit like a chatroom and a little
bit like nothing you have ever seen before.
At habbo, you can create your own character. The site offers special fea tures such
as rabbit ears or a santa hat and adjustable
skin color. One habbo, "Rabbitboi", went so far as to construct an entire rabbit
identity with the misson of "uniting all the rabbit race".
As a habbo, one can roam freely through the public hotel rooms or the
more elite private rooms such as Junior High School Cafeteria, Hot or Not or
even oddly enough, Bard Space. Our space program has discovered more than
a planet. They seem to have been the first Bardians to colonize the territory of
this outer interworld. At habbo.com you can converse publicly with people from
all over the world - actually mostly teens from the UK, but whatever, that 's not
the point. You can acomplish your "mission" (the most common mission being
to find a boyfriend/girlfriend and or friends) or just embarrass yourself in ways
that would only be possible with the 'wave' or 'dance' options that habbo.com
designers have implemented.
In testing
~ ·
habbo.com, I decided to find
out what people would say if
I became that green haired
mowhawk wearing freak
with the name of a budding
genius emblazoned on my
lapel. I tried my dreamy
stevenhawking out at
habbo.com. My mission
being "gawking". My first
habbohotel conversation
was with cutie1512 in the
lobby of the hotel. A stylish
habbo with red hair and a
black hoodie, cutie proceeded to ask me what gawking
meant. I asked her why she didn't know such a common word and where she did
get her fine regalia . She replied curtly, "Maybe cuz I'm 12 steven, u got a problem
with that? I got my clothes the same place you got your ugly ones" "Gawking
means to stare, sometimes openmouthedly" I replied. "I already got a boyfriend
Steven. but we can still go get married at the habbo chapel if you want, he's not on
now and he was a real babbo to me today at lunch." I should mention before I go on
that in being an all ages friendly site, habbo.com censors words like suck, fuck, sex,
and other remotely offensive words. These words are reduced to "babbo" or "bobba"
so as not to offend the delicate users. Anyway, apparently cutie was decieved by my
name and mowhawk and believed I was the marring kind of man. This conversation
was clearly going badly so I decided to go elsewhere.
I went to a bar where I met KurtKobain, and my personal favorite,
AndyKauffman. Andy was Pale and big headed as ever and chatted with a brazilian
girl on the armchair across from him. We got to talking and my odd appearance
became a subject of discussion. I guess you could say that I was qu ite the gender
ambiguous habbo. I never thought I would find myself fighting prejudice in the
hotel, but before I knew it. I was being slightly gay bashed by the other hotel
patrons. "So steve you a boy or a girl?" "Well I am a girl of course." "Then why do
you have a boys name?" 'I just do." • What are you gay or something?" At this
point my new found friends decided to step in. The insults flew. Sadly, my defenders only went on to call my attacker gay repeatedly. I stopped being the focus of
attacks when a habbo named MonicA42, another ill-attired girl with a mowhawk
came to take my place as the most insulted person in the room . Dancing tirelessly,
she informed the room that 'when she danced she was really humping people.' She
got behind Lilmissbea and danced until missbea left the room. MonicA then proclaimed herself the hottest sheboi in the habbo hotel. I decided to leave the room
after things started to die down. MonicA apparently decided to do the same. I
found her in the Ice-House room as a dark-

Live Journal

by Elizabeth Daley

skinned pinkwearing habbo. She was hitting on a smooth talking black male habbo
named Sexiandre (after her attempts with Leah231 failed). Though it was facinating to watch MonicA's many incarnations, I had to go back to the real world. I bid
farewell to the room and told theml had to read "Moby Sobba".
On a more serious note. what is most fascinating about habbo.com is the
marketing possiblitiy that it provides and the theoretical concept it puts forth.
Imagine having an entire world constructed virtually where you could go to a virtual
library, take out virtual books, see virtual cultural events AND pay 'real money' for
these things. Britney Spears has already bought space to advertize herself on
haabbo and many companies marketing to youth are doing the same. The site is
far easier to maintain than any billboard and it is easy for a company to track its
sucess when all users are registered with names and ages. Though habbos may be
cute, this site is more than just that. It is a signifier that each day, more parts of
our lives exist inside a virtual world behind a computer screen .
www.fatch icks lnpartyhats.com
This site is pure evil. If your humor contains any evil sensiblities this site will make
you roll on the floor like a fat chick in a party hat.. ... see that was mean and senseless. That is what this site is. Check it out?

You know how racism is ridiculous? Well so do Johnny and Sally, the founde rs of
blackpeopleloveus.com. In their own words, Johnny and Sally say: "we are wellliked by Black people so we're psyched (since lots of Black people don't like lots of
White people)!! We thought it'd be cool to honor our exceptional status with a
ROCKIN' domain name and a killer website!!" The site is a mockery of stereotypes
and offenses perpetuated by the genera lly well mean ing but ignorant white community. The founders of this site have various sections dedicated to their friends in the
black community with each of their frien ds providing their own satiric testimonials.
One of Johnny and Sally's friends remarks "Johnny calls me ' da man!" That puts me
at ease. It makes me feel comfortable, because I am Black and that's how Black
folks talk to one another.• Another friend remarks, "Sally's always saying: "You go
girl!" while "ra ising the roof' to mainstream hip-hop tracks at cheesy bars. That's
fun! I relate to that. Tjlis site is hillarious. I want to be friends with Sally and
Johnny. Too bad I'm not as cool as their black friends.
Revjen.com
The patron saint of the uncool, reverend jen has her own theme song and cult following. She likes elves, unicorns, Woolworth's, Q tips and Budwieser among other
things and hosts her own anti-sla m at the Collective
Unconcious in NYC. I first encountered Jen through
her writing on her own elfish nature in Shout magazine and have been following her accent to self
proclaimed "minor celebrity" ever since. On
her website you will find her thoughts on her
obsessions and links to her various side projects. If you are ever in the L.E.S area check
out her anitslam. I have had the opportunity to
witness a wonderful performance where middle
aged comediennes and crack addicts off the
neighborhood performed along side eachother and all
received perfect ten's. Jen's letter to M.T.V implores that they pay attention to elderly culture after all "that's where youth culture is headed ...l've already got my
pantsuit from Woolworth, my rubber sandals and white plastic earings. I'm saving
up for an ortho-kinetic scooter, bing and breakfast at MacDonald's." Jen is wonderful. She ta lks in a wavering midwestern elf like whisper and is always looking at
things from the right perspective.

by Chelsea Doyle

If there are any people out there that have the same trouble keeping a diary as I do, this is just the sort of thing for you. Journals are hard to
keep up with, easy to get lost, and imagine the humiliation if someone you didn't trust got a hold of it! Instead of going through that potential pa in and
agony, just sign onto www.livejournal.com, and check out what they have to offer. On this website, you can create yourself a personalized journal with
images and modifications to your satisfaction , and share your journal with your friends. Want to know what your best friend did last night while you
were studying? If she wrote a post about it, it is that easy to find out the truth. You can put up poems, short stories, or just philosophical musings and
share them with the community, or if you prefer to keep them to yourself you have the option of keepihg your journal entries private. There is only one
problem with Live Journal, unless you have a friend that already has a journal and can give you a code you can't set up a Live Journal for free, you will
have to buy the code. I would suggest asking around for a code first, maybe even visiting a few journals to find one. Overall it's a fun community, and
it's a great place to keep in touch with friend's who go to other colleges.
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PointinR the Finger Back at Ils
Election 2

V2 confirms voter mental retardation, apathy, death wish

by !Ryan Doxtader

I

mind. Given the factors of pollution
(ref. Oil tanker disaster off the coast of
Spain ) and ... International Terrorism ,
a result of our oil driven foreign policy,
Americans utterly refuse to connect the
oil seems to get us and the world into a
dots between our culture and foreign
hell
of a lot of trouble . It isn't such a
policy and the CREEPING DEATH that
big stretch to co nnect oil with death
threatens to annihilate yet another
and destruction. I mean , I'm not telling
bunch of unfortuyou guys anything that you don 't
nates maybe in
already know ... Look! there is not one
New York, maybe in
single original idea in this article godWashington D.C. It
damn it!. ..but why do people not seem
isn't so surprising
to understand that we are our own
considering how
worst enemy? Changing our consumernumbed they are by
driven
foreign policy is our best
the comforts of our
weapon in the ' War against Terror,"
society and the irramore powerful than all the bombs, the
tional belief that
rockets , the bullets , the 'i ntelligence ,"
somehow the govsurveillance, etc etc etc that we 've got
ernment can save
going now. Most Americans and certhem from being
tainly
the government come into the
blown up by Alequation too late in my view. It's
Qaeda . This
' we 've been attacked , we must retaliexplains why the
ate , because our way of life is good
majority of the third
and we must defend and perpetuate
of Americans who
it.• That our way of life was good
actually vote
seemed
to be contemplated for like five
(around 35%).
seconds after the whole September 11
decided to legitbusiness went down .
imize the foreign
Americans are not selfpolicy of our
critica/ ... a lot of people just grumble
increasingly
about the more unpleasant s ide of our
Republican governculture;
a lot of other people are just
ment out of fear.
sadly unaware that there's anything
The
wrong with it. The question is this :
Republicans, who
"What
is the American way of life, what
already have the executive and judicial
are its components and which of them
branches in their pocket, scored another
need to be defended ... what needs to be
touchdown by getting slight majorities in
discarded?'
It seems to me that our
both houses of Congress . Our governdependence on oil needs to be reduced
ment is now firmly in the hands of a sinand ultimately eradicated ; more people
gle ideology, one that is working overneed to vote so we can achieve a state
t ime, in terms of foreign policy to essenof democracy, pick better
tially give Americans what they
leaders and not let industry
want - oil and its derivatives and
and misinformed, deluded
a sense of comfort in other
ideologues pick them. We
respects. So, while I think that
need to come to an awarethose of us who didn't vote for
ness of how complex the
Bush have the right to point the
world is and not form a
finger. or middle finger at the
pathetica lly simple-minded
Bush Administration until we
world view.
have the chance for regime
The equation seems
change in '04. I think that it's
to me to be this: We are the
time to point the finger at the
most powerful/influential culAmerican people.
ture on the planet - we affect
Americans_, right now,
the rest of the world in a sigare ruled by their fears and, more
nificant, and arguably someimportantly, by their utter disinwhat negative , way - that
terest or disgust in politics. I perpisses a lot of people off,
sonally think the "disgust' reason Spilling millions of gallons of oil off the coast of Spain Nov. 19, the "Prestige•
sane and insane alike - some
for not voting is bullshit. Just
tanker crumbles like a broken tortilla chip in big bowl of salsa .
express thi s verbally or in writbecause pol iticians fight dirty, or both
ten language, some express this by
cheaper oil in houses ... domestic issue,
candidates for a particular seat or office
killing almost 3 ,000 Americans - we
no? It's just too bad that our dangerous
are bad (ref. Election 2000), or long
respond to this with war and more globforeign policy can't be undermined by
campaigns, constant media coverage ,
people turning away from excesses in
al/middle eastern domination and ... uh,
blah blah blah! It doesn 't mean you
consumption.
yeah this effectively starts the circle
shouldn't learn the issues, form an opinagain . We KNOW how to win the war
That's the problem right there.
ion. and vote for the best idiot even if
on terror, but we ' re not trying to at all .
Maybe not even excesses , simply our
they're both ... just reeeeeaaaaly big
This seems somewhat suicidal to me .
consumption of oil. The pros for oil
idiots! I did! I voted for Al Gore fn 2000!
usage do not exceed the cons in my
I did not like him ....so! One has to learn
to be discerning even in a hailstorm of
political garbage.
The problem I see is that the
government is as much a slave to us as
we are to them in some ways. I don't
think the government is free to change
our foreign policy even if it wanted to. If
Americans
think that oil is
im portant then
our foreign policy must cater
to that.
However much
we are disgusted -by our
administration,
we must realize
that it is only
trying to keep
the American
machine running, doing
what it must
(ref. War in
Iraq) to stabilize the oil market and_try to
get this country
out of this
recession (n ot
that oil is the
only factor in
our economy).
Given this line of logic, I don 't think
Bush is trying to start a war in Iraq to
take attention away from domestic
issues ... that's not it. Trying to gain con trol of Iraqi oil fields is working in our
own interests as defined by the
American people . Cheaper gas in cars,

Americans,
right now, are
ruled by their
fears and, more
importantly,
their utter disinterest or disgust in politics.
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All the opinionons you ever wanted to read
by !Sean Sullivan
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I NEED A NEW LEFT CONTACT. Why do
they have to be so expensive? I believe
that Vibe has dyed her hair, I think. It
looks more blonde than I remember,
but correct me if I'm wrong. I' ll have to
check into that. Jacqueline Renee
Laduke, of the Psych Dept. spilled soda
on her tray in Kline . Shouldn 't Kline
have better protection against these
incidents! Procrast ination! Now there 's
a snafu . It's like one of those turkeys
you make out of tracing your hand. The
ISO formal 1s this Saturday. GO! It's
cool and fun . I see so many people
these days wearing long red coats.
What's up with that? Is that a new fad
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these days? I never wear them, but I
like capes. They' re making a comeback
it would appear. Some people like salt.
Some people don 't. I fall into one of
those categories. Do anti-depressants
really work? It's hard to tell really. All
they do is make people t ire d it seems.
C'mon peoples you got to act
correct! We can 't disturb the peace .
We have to start what we finish, if we 're
going to get anywhere. I hate, as do
others I am sure , that most of the handdryers around here are not that hot and
do not do their job properly, not to mention their aesthetic devaluing of this
campus . You know, it's really awkward
when you are sitting and eating with
someone and they refuse to talk to you
or look at you in the eye , despite the

fact that you live with the person . How
high school! Fuck that shitl.. .. Or so I'm
told. Vibe did dye her hair, like two
months ago she said. Why be so militant about the copy key at the library
reservation desk? I think that is ridiculous. Let people make their copies.
We 're not made of cobalt. It's like walking on broken glass, I swear. (note to
self: give Jackie a wake up call at 5:45)
When you look at it at a
glance, the word opinion kind of looks
like onion. Why is that? I don 't like
onions too much, especially when it
rains . Also, it is too bad 'opinionon ' is
not a real word . I feel it should be , for
the sake of all of us. You could say
stuff like, "Hey, my sister left her opinionon

... continued on page 15...

the drab report
by Michael Marlin, Jr.
Want a cookie?
In eighth grade a friend of
mine responded with this question
after a particularly flaky girl told the
class a story about buying some new
boots. The teacher then suddenly
shouted my friend's name and stared
at him viciously. Sitting next to him, I
inched away and awaited the teacher's
wrath.
"What flavor?" Mr. Sm ith
replied to our surprise.
' Chocolate chip," my friend
answered.
"Okay," the teacher said, and
that was that.
Being the nice, shy type that I
am, I would never ever in a million years
think that a fellow student's comments
were dull or pointless! In fact, I love
when people say stupid things that
don't relate at all to ongoing discussions. There's nothing more stimulating than when somebody interrupts the
professor or another student to proclaim that his or her pet hamster laid a
turd in the exercise wheel! After all, a
hamster's excrement must relate to
17th century literature somehow, right?
My favorite interruptions
occur when a student bursts out something completely random and then apologizes to the class, claiming that his
comment had been an inside joke often
shared between him and his friends
(who aren't in the class). Those situations are just wonderful because then
the class is forced to smile at each
other awkwardly and think of what to
say next without hurting the poor kid 's
feelings because, after all, he might
just be a little "slow."
But don 't get me wrong. Just
because I could never have the capaci-1
ty to ask one of these people if they
wanted ' a cookie, • does not mean I
wouldn 't enjoy it if someone else asked
it. The emotions involved when the
whole scene occurs are raw and just
pla in delicious.
Exhibit A: "Professor John' is
talking about an important contemporary writer who the class will soon be
reading, when suddenly "Kelly" interrupts to say that her mom once bought
an autographed book by that same
author from eBay.
[Let us pause to discuss the
situation so far. First, we have probable
boredom induced by the professor's
own ramblings. Regardless of the exact
feeling towards the subject, we are no
doubt in "learning mode.' Then, suddenly the outburst by Kelly throws us
off, suddenly mixing her own life experiences with her mom and a popular
internet website. But we don't know
whether the girl is joking or not, so
some of us giggle, some of us smile
awkwardly, and some still wait for her to
say something profound. But as the
quiet pause continues, the atmosphere
becomes tense.]
' Harry' then interjects with
"Want a cookie?'
[Now, our emotions don't
know what to do. The question is, after
all, quite funny, but was it too harsh? If
Harry is indeed friends with Kelly, then
a slight chuckle might be alright. But if
not, laughing could humiliate the poor
girl. Those of us who were just thinking,
' What a stupid hoe!" might now be
applauding Harry's actions. But those
of us who had thought ' Aww, poor girl; I
wonder how she got in to th is school?'
might suddenly think Harry is a complete asshole.]
In the end, the professor
resumes his lecture and we return to
our learning state. But the moral of the
story remains: eating cookies can
sometimes satisfy our sweet tooth, but
that doesn't mean they shouldn't be
washed down with milk. And some-!
times just because the package is red
doesn't mean the cookies are the soft
kind.
That said: Want a cookie?

Killinf!_Feoole Is Nortnal
0
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The US. has become numb to deaths abroad

I

by !Paolo Vidali

Within the last year, it seems
that killing has been normalized by
American society. Right now, not killing
people is considered "radical" and leftist.
It doesn't take much to understand how
public opinion manifests this. I have
stood on sidewalks in Ipswich, MA,
Rhinebeck, NY, and Kingston, NY and
been told I was ' crazy,"
"insane,' "nuts,' and
'fucking stupid." Why
did this happen?
Because I was holding
a flag with a dove and
olive branch on it. Is it
really possible that
Americans ' minds
have been warped so
much by war rhetoric
that peaceful solutions
to conflicts are considered insane? Moreover, has the fear of
everything (as Michael Moore investigates
in Bowling for Columbine) taken over
Americans to the point that we cannot
sleep soundly at night unless we know
American planes are dropping bombs on
a different part of the world?
Military violence, even when
reported, does not raise eyebrows in the
U.S. Take th is example of a mainstream
news story:

CNN published an article
acknowledging a blatant violation of the
Geneva Convention. You can't attack the
homes and families of combatants.

"Tne prohibition of attacks on civilian persons and civilian property includes all
acts of violence, whether committed in
offence or defense. " -Geneva Convention ,
Additional Protocol I, Part IV, Section 1.3

Military violence,
even when reported,
does not raise eyebrows in the U.S.

'The other target. .. was the home of two
brothers who were arrested two days ago
in a lightning raid into Gaza by Israeli
forces. The brothers, from the Makdad
family, are on Israel's list of wanted militants. The helicopters Sunday destroyed
the home. The sources said the helicopters launched cannon fire and at
least one rocket.• -CNN.com, 11/18/02

How about this headline?

"Sources: U.S. kills Cole suspect: CIA
drone launched missile. • -CNN.com,

11/4/02
There doesn 't seem to be a
problem with acknowledging state-sanctioned assassination overseas.
If we're going to war, at least the
Bush administration has combat experience, and has an idea of war and its
effects, right? Not quite.
According to the November 1st,
2002 Miami Herald, VP Cheney has no
combat experience, nor does President
Bush, Senate Minority Leader Trent Lott,
R-Miss., Rep. Tom Delay, R-Texas, Sen .
Joseph Lieberman, [)..Conn., nor Deputy
Defense Secretary Paul Woitowitz. These
are all politicians actively advocating a
war on Iraq that we wouJd solely initiate,
yet they have no idea what it is like to be

a P.O.W., or lie in a trench and get shot.
I think White House Press
Secretary Ari Fleischer takes the prize for
hypocrisy and unintended irony in U.S.
government. He stated, "No nation on
earth is like Iraq ... No nation represents
the threat to peace on earth that Iraq
does because of its attempt to get
weapons of mass destruction, because of
its militaristic recent history, where it has
shown an willingness and ability to invade
its neighbors and attack its neighbors. No
other nation is like that." CommonDreams.org, 9/24/02
What do all these sources say,
ultimately?
1. The United States currently has leaders
that have never been to war, but want
one.
2. The news media can be startlingly
open about publishing articles that
acknowledge that nations violate international law.
3. It Is the goal of the news media to
make you pee your pants, shake in your
boots, and chatter your teeth. This is how
the American public could be sold on a
"war on terror."
I ask again, how is it possible
that pacifism is radical or socially unacceptable in America? I don't believe that
there are just or unjust wars. I don 't
believe it is possible, regardless of technology, to have a war without significant
civilian casualties. Every civilian 's life is
significant.
The next time you drive by a
rally or protest or vigil, think about why
people are there. If you were to approach
anyone there-single mothers, healthcare
workers, bus drivers, students, rabbisand ask why they were there, people
would say they don't accept the normalcy
of killing. Isn 't that so radical? It shouldn't be.
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... continued from page 14... under
some
dirty clothes in her closet, and now
she can't find it for the life of her."
Down South I've noticed a lot of people own ing riding lawn mowers. They
seem cool, but not worth the expense.
But most Yankees rather not bother
themselves with them things . Mowing
lawns is alright except when you roll
over a dirt patch and it flies back at
you and gets in your eyes. The sun
gets in your eyes sometimes too, but
never the moon. A recent conversation I had with this girl went as follows: Me: Do they know what a crest
is? Her: The toothpaste or the top of
a wave? Me : When the moon is
shaped like one . Her: Isn't that a
crescent? Me: Oh , maybe.

I.

Then Jay-Z said, "I thought
this was America , people ." And so the
story goes, when you look at or even
speak of the moon in public these
days, people chastise.you for bringing
up such a taboo subject. But , I'm
telling you, I don't care. I'll talk about
the moon whenever and however I
want. People have that right, don ' t
they? Someone recently mentioned to
me that the Ecuadorian moon was
much ' cuter' than the American moon.
Maybe so, I haven't seen it though
myself.
While out on the arduous
work out I get walking Foot Patrol one
night, I saw Frank Stallone. He was
standing still and had this frozen
expression on his face. He was a little
crinkley and was stapled to a tree too .

Frank told me to take it back like
before, and so I did. I mean the current state of the economy is alright,
but could be better. Let's get to work
9n that. More protests people .

The opinions and ideas expressed in
the Observe(¢o:floFRel;:.e.~sarily reflect
the views<ilihe Obsenl~($taff . Each
writeif$.'"a member of ifi~lBard
Comri\tl'(Jity who publish~~;bls/her
views ~(J1ts/her own discrelm
If you
would~t!J.~:to express you ri\9P.l~ion in
the d/5$~rver, send it vic:f~ail to
observ~titiard .edu , by ~mpus mail
to Obse rV's~hr drop it.ettMf the office
in the ba.sllffi&nf6t1'ewksbury.

Dear Miss Lonley Hearts,

I hooked it with a chick during L&T two

years ago. Now I hear this little lady has a
secret. Her good friend told me she has
herpes. Help me.

-Herped

Dear Herped,
This allegedly infected woman should
have told you of her deep dark secret before
she tapped your fine behind. However she
may not have passed on the quality trait to
you. If your worried, confront her-or don't and
get tested. Either way keep in mind rumors
spread faster than the virus ever will.

.;..;,-

Dear Miss Lonely Hearts,
My best friend kissed my
boyfriend. Should I let her in on the
fun or will it ruin our friendship?
-Mary Jane
Dear Mary Jane
If you think your best friend is hot than it
can't hurt to have a fabulous three some but
remember yolir faithful BF kissed Miss Suzy
back. This love triangle you have entered will
eventually flip 6n you-and you won't be on top

any longer:.
Dear Miss Lovely Hea.rts,
What are the boundaries between
friendship and flirting? -No Where Man
Dear No Where Man,
When you sleep together: if he sleeps on
the other side. of the bed and says things like
"you have beeo such a good friend to me,• that
is probably friendship .. If he cuddles up dose
and says things like "you are so good ," it's
(l)ltlbably lirting.

,s

Dear Miss Lonely Hearts
There Is th is girl that f have been friends
with since L&T who I am very close with.
However, it seems whenever I confide in
her that I like a boy she llkes that same
boy. This wouldn't be a problem except
then She goes and "hooks-up" with them. I
feel like I can't tell her who I like, but I want
to be able to confide in her. what should I
do. Stay friends with her or not?
-Feeling Betrayed
Dear Betrayed,
Well, lt seems this female is slightly on the
competitive side. This isn't a black and white
choice of staying friends with her or not. You
can be friends with her and not tell her you
have a crush on a boy until you know that boy
definitely likes you back. Maybe you are jumping the gun with these crushes and should wait.
a while before you say ycu like them to the
whole wide world. Keep some secrets. L&T
wasn't that far away so you can't be that close
as far as friends go. My say in this matter is
stay friends, but get to know boys before you
decide you want to jump their bones. That
might further your dlances in the ball game.

DearMisslonelyhearts
@hotmail.com
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BARD Men's Soccer: UNCUT
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It has only been a few years since Bard men's
soccer was the butt of the jokes at other schools in our
conference. However, the last three years has seen a
vast improvement from the soccer team, who has just
won their second straight conference title. While there
are a few things that have attributed to the school 's
soccer dominance, the increased popularity at Bard
has helped to provide for what some might say is a
more "well rounded" student body. Bard might still be a
safe haven for all those who were picked last at dodgeball. but now there are some more students with kinesthetic aptitude to accompany their intellect. This
change in demographics has helped Bard to field a soccer team it can be proud of-one that is not dominated
by visor wearing testosterone junkies, but by fledgling
artists and scholars who simply like to play sports.
This year brought on another triumphant season in the annals of Bard soccer, one that will be
reviewed and studied by analysts
across the globe. Although the
team was undoubtedly hurt by the
loss of the star midfielder,
Ukrainian Andrey Butney, they
managed to recover quickly as
other players like Bart Yates and
Max Leer stepped-up their game in
Butney's absence. Starting goalie,
Ruddman Davis and Strikers
Goksel Ergene and Sho Spaeth
continued their stellar performance of last year. as the other
returning players maintained their
influential roles on the team. After
three disappointing losses early in
the season to out-of-conference
teams. Bard regrouped and looked
more like a team than ever. They
won every single game preceding those losses and continued to dominate the HVMAC conference. Aided in
their depth by some 1ncom1ng freshmen. the Bard
men 's soccer team looked poised for another championship season.
As the finals drew near, the Bard soccer team
assembled like a wa rr ing faction of Guerillas and prepared for battle. The stage was set for a memorable
final game after the Bard team tore through Webb
Institute in the semi-finals of the HVMAC. Sho Spaeth
scored three goals in the 5-0 rout.. Although I was
unable to attend this game due to location and a bout
with a serious hangover, I can only imagine the intensity demonstrated by Bard in the game.
THE FINAL GAME: Bard College, November 3, HVMAC

BY Jamie Newman

conference fina ls against SUNY Pu rchase (whose name
provided for good heckling due to the stunning resemblance to "poor choice"). The crowd came out in droves
to see the Bard soccer team and to yell obnoxious and
sometimes unrelated things at anyone they deemed
deserving (opposing players, coaches and fans, referees and even the Red Hook police). While the school
was denied media coverage by the major networks, it
was definitely a game worth watching. It was a sunny
day, highs in the low 70's: a great day for soccer
(queue Scottish accent). Both teams came to play,
unfortunately the Purchase team wore orange jerseys
with blue shorts that were undeniably reminiscent of
those worn by the Oompa Loompa 's in Willy Wonka and
the Chocolate Factory. This did not go unrecognized by
Bard fans who took it upon themselves to continuously
alert the Purchase team of their fashion fauxpa. Early
in the game,-Tyler van Gundy, one of Bard's more domi-

nant defensive forces had to leave the game with a
groin injury. It might have hurt them far more had not
Lewis Munroe and Cody Whitman put on a virtually animalistic display on defense to pick up the slack. As the
game went on, Goksel Ergene gave the Purchase team
a little taste of Turkish soccer by scoring his first of two
off a penalty kick. Despite a couple of good looks at
the goal, the Purchase team was unable to convert any
of them into goals and became increasingly frustrated
along with the help of a progressively hostile Bard
crowd. This hostility was manifested in the form of
humorous remarks, sometimes even witty ones-<:lirected not only at the other team, but refs as well. As with
many other facets of life, Bard ians give an equal opportunity to all parties involved. A cou ple of Bard f ans were

actually alerted by the Red Hook Police that their comments were not welcomed at a game and "measures"
would be taken in they did not cease and desist.
Anyone interested should be informed that the age-old
right to heckle the opposing team is no longer sacred
in Red Hook, New York.
However, in a school that fosters the tenets of
subversive ideologies and embraces most forms of free
speech, this warning only added to the abundance of
comedic material already provided by SUNY Purchase.
The game went on in Bard 's favor despite a couple of
incidents with "Johnny Law" and Bard continued to pulp
the little oranges that were SUNY Purchase soccer.
Goksel Ergene scored his second goal in the middle of
the second half by blasting a ball from the top of the
twenty-yard box into the top corner of the net. A shot so
hard that it might have ruptures one of the goalie's
appendages had he actually caught it, one that definitely destroyed the moral of a
team already on the verge of men·- tal breakdown. Goalie, Ruddman
Davis put on a clinic for the
Purchase team, shutting them out
and making a couple of truly
remarkable saves in the process.
The game ended and the fans
.,. appropriately cheered "long ride
·"home" to remind the Purchase
team of their uncomfortable journey back to Westchester. Trophies
were awarded to the Bard team for
both the HVMAC playoffs and the
regular season, with a record of 30 in the conference. The season
MVP went to senior Ruddman
Davis who had a 0.93 goals
against average in the season and
lead the team to two consecutive conference titles in
his Bard soccer career. Also, Ruddman Davis, Max Leer.
Louis Munroe and Tyler VanGundy took home all-conference honors in their winning season. Although Bard will
probably remain in the same division 3 conference for
years to come, the team showed anyone who cares
that Bard could muster-up a soccer team that defies
th e stereotype attached to our great school as a bunch
of stoned bohemians. Expect another exciting season
of Bard Soccer as both the men's and women's teams
look to duplicate their championship yet again. ·

JAMES GANDOLFINI WANTS
YOU TO SEE EUGENE
IONESCO'S PLAY
"THE BALD SOPRANO"
DAPTED BY JENNIFER
BREHM

... COMING IN DECEMBER ...
CAST
IRINA VISCUN
KIRSTIN SCHNEIDER
JULIE ROSSMAN
IAN SCHAFF
SEAN SULLN AN
FRANCO BULAON
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Olympics in Our Backyard

BY JACQUELINE LADUKE

The U.S Olympic Committee recently announced its bid of New York as the U.S.
candidate for the 2012 Summer Olympics. New York will compete with several other
cities in order to win the competition for the host city. Some of the possible contenders
are Berlin, Budapest, Moscow and Madrid. India has also expressed interest in having
the Olympics take place there and is planning to place a bid, although they haven't mentioned which city will be up for competition. The host city for the 2012 Olympics will not
be decided until 2005, so New York has plenty of time to prepare.
How will New York prepare for the Olympics if they are chosen? Their plan is to
create an "Olympic X." This X represents the design of the competition venues. All of
them would be aligned along this X with the Olympic village in the middle. Along these
axes there will be two modes of transportation. There will be a special train and a special
ferry to take athletes to the events. This will make it so the athletes will not have to use
the public streets or highways and will be able to make it from place to place faster. The
venues will be in all five boroughs of New York and will include Madison Square Garden,
Yankee Stadium, Giants Stadium, the Nassau Coliseum, and Central Park, along with
many more. ' Why not Shea Stadium?' asked Franco Bulaon, looking very puzzled.
One of the big controversies is whether or not it would be good for New York to host the
Olympics. I have heard all colors of the spectrum. The main concern of most people
when thinking of having the Olympics in New York is the security issue. Says one kind
interviewee "Having the Olympics there might make NY more susceptible to another ter-

rorist attack. It will be 11 years past the WTC attacks, and to tell you the truth, I don't
think there will be another attack in the next ten years. The opportune time may be at
the Olympics." Another concern was: What if Iraq wants to send athletes to compete?
When discussing this possibility with Dave, he came up with the idea that maybe Iraq will
be ' wiped off the map' like so many Americans wish nowadays. Then Sean sa id, "What if
nobody is around ten years from now, not just Iraq, but the whole human race? Yo, that
would be pretty weird man."
On a more positive note, many people support the idea of having the Olympics
in New York. Andy thinks that "if they do it right, it will be very good for the city." Edwin
also thinks that the Olympics could bring many positive things to New York. "It will be
good for the economy because it will bring many tourists to the city, and we need that."
Edwin is definitely right about one thing, the number of tourists coming to watch the
Olympics will be innumerable. Sources predict that four billion people will watch the
Olympic games in 2012. That's not saying that those four billion people will all come to
New York, but a percentage of them will.
So let's route New York on in their journey to host the 2012 Olympics! Who knows, you
might get the chance to see a bobsled go down the chute out of your window if they win,
even if it is the summer Olympics!

I went to the supermarket in Red Hook yesterday.... I bought some carrots. This Saturday ........ (to be continued)
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!winning is Everything by

FRANCO BULAON

J

Do aliens exist? I don't think so. They're fake. If they exist then where the hell are they?
• 1Do ghosts exist? Yes, I saw one, when I was a little boy. Oh by the way DO NOT SEE THE RING, IT'S
! SCARY. I saw it and I couldn't even go to the bathroom by myself. I'm not going to say who but I had
•· someone accompany me when I went to brush my teeth . That damn scary girl popping out of the t.v
· is too scary and also the faces they make when they die in the movie is also just as scary. Anyway I
also saw '8 Mile'. If you loved rap in '95 like the way I did back in the day you should definitely see
it. Man, does it get you back into that era! I also saw Punch Drunk Love and it was real weird. I
loved it though. My favorite part was when Adam Sandler hit those blonde guys with a crow bar
towards the end.
About a month ago I went to the campus center game room and played this game called
foosball and it was great. It has become a way of life for me now. Just last week I won a pizza with
mushrooms because of the game. It's the best. Winning a game of foosball is like winning game 7
in the World Series. It feels so good. I sometimes want to pour champagne on people and act like
Michael Jordan every time I beat my opponents, especially my long time rival in foosball, Jed. I love
:•lwinning in foosball and if I lose, which does happen a lot, I get very mad. Losing is very painful. A
· day can be ruined if you lose a game of foosball in the wrong way. Either way the risk of losing is
very much worth the price of winning. Most of the time, however, I play just to feel the glory of winl ning. Winning is everything, like the title suggests. GLORY! GLORY! GLORY! I usually play in tournaments of 7 games. You could never play just one game of Foosball . I always end up playing 1 then
3 the11 5 then 7, and sometimes, even 9 games. One time I lost a nine game series with Jed and we
1
' ended up playing Tekken 4 and I ended up losing that too. I was so mad .
,,
Foosball, I feel, is better with two players rather than four. The competition becomes more
personal and intense. Foosball is a man's game, Fuck pool , Fuck Casper Gomez, and Fuck the
fuckin' Diaz brothers! Fuck 'em all! That's from Scarface when Tony Montana gets worked up. With
Foosball I sometimes get that way. Sorry if you're name is Casper or you have a brother name Diaz.
Pacino is a great actor, but not as cool as Leonardo DiCaprio. He's the cooolest man alive. Leo has
two movies com ing out and I'm going to see them both: 'Gangs of New York' and 'Catch Me if You
Can'. Everyone should go see them because he used to be in Growing Pains. You should also go

...,
~

down to the game room and play Foosball.
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Horoscopes
by !Madame Babarosky-Smith

I

Staff box.

Libra: September 22-0ctober 22

Aries: March 20-Apri/ 19

A period of introspection/retrospection is about to
begin . It is a bumpy ride at first but with time ,
understanding and self satisfaction will prevail. Be
honest with yourself and the answers will appear. Be
patient and your success is inevitable.

The changing sepsons bring about a change of heart
and a new outlook on life. Time to take Belle and
Sebastian off of repeat and put on some 2 Live Crew
because Oh, you ' re so horny. Put down the books for
once, pick up a bottle , and tell that special someone
how you feel. Even if you don't succeed, you ' ll still
have the bottle and some good friends .

Scorpio: October 23-November 21
After many setbacks, this is the week to move forwards. Now that you can walk again, you are going
to be force d to make a decision at an upcoming
cross roads . You can make any choice the right
choice, but it will requ i re hard work . Motivation
counts more now t.han ever.

Sagittarius: November 22-December 21

This month your goat has been gotten , but feeling
utterly defeated will help nothing. Take actions
toward vengeance or resolve. In times of strife, strategy is a must, so make a plan ·and follow it. But
don't forget to think about the consequences of your
actions.

Pisces: February 18-March 19
Life's been a real tightrope walk lately. Perseverance
is just as im portant as balance for you. Don 't forget
about the big long pole you have to help you across .
Stop bottling up your emotions, and you will realize
that the feelings weighing you down will actually help
carry you along.

Executive Senior A&E Editor:
Michael Morini
A&E Editor: Elizabeth Daley
News Editor: Jamie Newman
Sports Editor: Sean Sullivan

Quit your headstrong ways and open you
eyes to the world around you . You ' ve
been taking without giving anything
back . For your sake as well as
others make reciprocity a focus of
your next few weeks. This will
help your personal, financial ,
and spiritual lives.

Cancer: June 21- July 21
Turn that frown upside down .
You're good enough , you ' re smart
enough, and gosh darn it people like
you. Trade in your self-conscious ways
and take being yourself for a test drive .
Your multiplicity of selves is going to be your
downfall, but fear not because united you will stand .
Avoid eating seafood .

Leo: July 22-August 22
You're excited about traveling this week , and gett ing
away is just what you need to put some spice back in
your Ii~. Don't forget xo ur _!oothbrus_h or_xour llledication, and just take it easy. If short term investments aren 't working out , try diversify ing your portfolio with some bonds or load bearing mutual funds.

Virgo: August 23-September 21

Opinions Editor: Michael Marlin, Jr.
Production Management: Kelly
Burdick
Photo Editor: Anya Rosenfeld
Illustrative Maestro: Braden Lamb
Copy Editor: Kelly Burdick
Writers who make it happen:
Paolo Vidali, Ryan Doxtader, JW
McCormack, Maren Keeley, Henry
Casey, Chelsea Doyle, Tom Mattos,
Jacqueline LaDuke, Franco Bulaon,
Jacqueline Moss, Emily Sauter, Leila
Brillson, Kate Waters, Nikolay
Nikiforov, Andre~s Costa

You're feeling alone at a time when you think you
need people the most. Do not despair or all will be
lost. Concern over big changes will pass, but it will
take time. This won 't be a good week, but that will
make next week that much better.

Cafe, 9pm.

Monthly Coffeehouse:
Paddy Kilrain
:sack by popular demand. The Music of
:
:Paddy Kilrain combines thought-provoking •
~ lyrics with percussive melodies in a style
:that is best described as muscular folk. Her:
: monumental solo performance delivers a
;fiery, impressive singer/guitarist with a
: 1,000 watt personality that lights the room
! like a supernova. "... The concept of 'one
: voice, one guitar' has seldom rocked as it
: does when Paddy Ki/rain throws down in
;concert, laying her soul out for all to
;inspect, then making damn sure that you
!pay attention ... " - Metroland Magazine, 7/01
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Gemini:· May 20-June 20

Capricorn: December 22January 19

Aquarius: January 20-February 17

Senior Editor: Michael Marlin, Jr.

Taurus: April 20-May 19
The seas of life are choppy, your little boat 's been
tossed, and if not for the courage of the fearless
crew your Minnow would be lost. The island you feel
trapped on is only a state of mind . If you can build a
coconut radio, than you can definitely fix your boat
and sail to worlds of previously unknown joy.

You've gotten over a major hurdle, and can
afford to rest on your laurels for a little
while. But do not mistake respite for
being fini shed , otherwise you
could find yourself behind . Use
this success as a foundation
for future projects , and move
on while the moving is good .

Life was a big dance party,
but then you twisted your
ankle. On top of that your birthday comes cl ose enough to
Christ~as that some people try and
give you just one present. You feel·
shortchanged (poss ibly by a Gemini?).
What comes around goes around, but don't sink to
their level. Forgive, forget, and start telling people
what you want for Birth day and then what you want
for Christmas .

Editor-in-Chief: .Jacob Cottingham
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:Jin Hi Kim: "Komungo Muse &
~Permutations" with discussion on
~living tones to proceed the concert.~

.

:Jin Hi Kim is highly acclaimed as both a komun!go (4th century fretted board· zither) virtuoso and
!tor her cross-cultural compositions. She has pio~neered a wide array of compositions for the
; komungo.

~7:30 p.m. -- Q&A Discussion
~9:00 p.m. -- Performance
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The Bard Observer is
your very own college
publication. We always
need people willing to
write, take photos, draw
cartoons, or help edit.
We welcome Letters to
the Editor as well. Here's
how to contact us:
Email:
observer@ bard .edu
Campus Mail: Observer
Phone: 845n58-7460
x.7131
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Last Issue Due Out.. .
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ADVENTURES IN BARDLAND by Emily Sau ter
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A Trip to Georitia to Fiitht the School of Americas
'by Tom 'Mattos, p. 2
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More proof that protesting can be fun and enjoyable for the whole family!. ..
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The Circus Comes to Town . .. by Jamie Newman , p. 4
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Was it really just a dream or silly

You Better Recognize
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p. 6

Second installment of Bard's coolest residents! Courtesy of Reslife ...
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kids dressed as two-headed cows? ...
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Album Reviews
by Paolo Vidali , Henry Casey, & Andreis Costa p. 10
RHCP, Beck, Jay-Z and others on the chopping block!
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On the Water: A Review
by JW McCormack, p. 12
Bard Theater+ Checkov
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[Read the article to find out, silly!]
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See your fellow Bard students respond on the spot to a random question.
Courtesy Michael Marlin, Jr.
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The Guy at Kline, p. 15
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Pointing the Finger Back at Us, p. 14
by Ryan Doxtader
Because we all need some more America-bashing...

Sports! pp. 16-17
Men 's soccer season in review, NYC 2012, and foosball.

Cover Photo: <Laurence Laufer, esq.>

